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Abstract

We investigate alternative notions of approximation for problems inside P (deter-

ministic polynomial time), and show that even a slightly nontrivial information

about a problem may be as hard to obtain as the solution itself. For example,

we prove that if one could eliminate even a single possibility for the value of an

arithmetic circuit on a given input, then this would imply that the class P has fast

(polygarithmic time) parallel solutions. In other words, this would constitute a

proof that there are no inherently sequential problems in P, which is quite unlikely.

The result is robust with respect to eliminating procedures that are allowed to err

(by excluding the correct value) with small probability.

We also show that several fundamental linear algebra problems are hard in

this sense. It turns out that it is as hard to substantially reduce the number of

possible values for the determinant and rank as to compute them exactly.

Finally, we show that (in some precise sense) randomness can be nontrivially

substituted for nondeterminism in space. Although it is believed that randomness

does not give more than a constant factor advantage in space over determinism,

it is not even known whether it is no more powerful than nondeterminism. We

will show that the latter is true for a restricted version of probabilistic logspace,

where the error is potentially larger than what can be achieved by amplification.
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1 Introduction

We shall start with a playful problem (a game, in fact). Suppose that you were

given a question and asked to find the answer to it among a number of possible

answers. Thankfully, you have an option of asking for some incorrect answers to

be eliminated leaving you with the correct answer and some wrong ones. Would it

make your task much easier? What if only a single possibility can been eliminated?

We will see natural problems whose complexity drops dramatically, even if the

help is so (seemingly) insignificant. For example, we will prove that if one could

eliminate a single possibility for the value of an arithmetic circuit on a given

input (over some finite field), then this would constitute a proof that there are no

inherently sequential problems in P. Thus excluding a single possibility in this case

is as hard as finding the correct value (unless all of P can be efficiently parallelized,

which would be incomparably more interesting, but is probably false). Moreover,

the result is robust with respect to eliminating procedures that can make mistakes

by excluding the correct value, with small probability.

With some insight, the task of excluding candidate answers can be viewed as

a certain notion of approximation. Indeed, the correct answer is approximated

with a nontrivial subset of possibilities. Hence the above result can be viewed as

showing that the circuit value problem is hard to approximate (with respect to

this notion). We will also see that many linear algebraic problems are hard in
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this sense: For example, it turns out that it is as hard to substantially reduce the

number of possible values for matrix rank as to compute it exactly. Likewise, for

the determinant and the wealth of problems reducible to it.

This suggests a natural question: What exactly is an approximation? An

approximate solution is generally understood to be a solution that comes close to

the correct one, in some sense. This is only natural. It is not that clear, however,

what the natural definition of “coming close” is. The traditional meaning of

“close” is “within some constant relative factor”; substantial research has been

done on giving approximation algorithms with such a guarantee, or showing that

a problem is not only hard in its exact version, but is also hard to approximate,

in this sense. If a problem does not lend itself to such an approximation, does

it mean that it is inherently hard? Can it still be easy to approximate in some

other, equally natural sense?

For example, consider the problem of deciding whether a given graph has a

clique on a fifth of its vertices. Thus, for any n > 0, we want to accept n-node

graphs that have a clique of order n/5, and reject the ones that don’t. What is an

approximate solution in this case? Would we rather accept an n-node graph whose

maximum clique order is close to n/5 (say no less than n/10), and reject otherwise;

or rather accept a graph that is close to some n-node graph with a clique of order

n/5, while rejecting if it has to be substantially modified to get any such graph?

In other words, would we rather have a graph whose cost (max-clique) is close to

being optimal, or a graph that is close to a graph with an optimal cost? We will

just say that the first approximation task is NP-hard [Ha99], while the second can

be solved in time independent of n (depending only on the parameter quantifying

“significantly”) [GGR98]. Notice that the above question can be seen as asking

whether we want our approximation to be a function of the outputs or a function

of the inputs. We will return to this discussion later once we probe the definition

of approximation.
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Even if a problem has a feasible approximation in the traditional sense (for

example, a polynomial-time constant approximation scheme), such approximation

may be of little use. The focus has shifted from approximating hard functions to

approximating very basic properties of the inputs: The main difficulty is to deal

with the immense size of the instances and (therefore) restricted access to them. It

is often infeasible to even read the input (or any significant parts of it). Decisions

must be made based on seeing a small (often random) part of the input, and such

decisions must generally be approximations of some kind (and of different kind).

In the case when the problem is still interesting by itself (and not just by

the fact that it has to be solved on huge instances), we may want to examine

how difficult it is to obtain even a slightly nontrivial advantage over guessing in

solving it. Recall the example in the beginning of the introduction, where we

merely wanted to eliminate a single possibility for the solution. And curiously,

even such seemingly weak piece of information may be as hard to obtain as the

solution itself. Another question may be of comparative nature: Given several

instances, how hard is it to make any meaningful statements about their relative

likelihood of being the solution?

Such alternative notions of approximation are of great value. First of all, there

does not seem to be the right notion in some absolute sense; one notion can deeply

capture the nature of an approximate solution in one problem and be irrelevant

in another. Equally importantly, a problem that is hard to approximate in one

sense, may nonetheless be simple in some other, equally natural and useful sense.

The notions may complement each other, yielding insightful connections between

different aspects of computation.

Central to the thesis is the concept of enumerability, introduced by Cai and

Hemachandra [CH89]. An enumerator for a function f is a procedure that reduces

the number of possible values of f on a given input x by enumerating a short list
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of possibilities for f(x). This yields a certain notion of approximation: instead of

restricting the range of a function value to an interval, an enumerator restricts it

to a small set.

Summary of the thesis Chapter 2 defines basic concepts and introduces some

of the notation and terminology.

In Chapter 3, we investigate the relationship between the properties of being

enumerable and being inherently sequential. We show that if P is enumerable,

then P collapses to NC. In particular, if one could eliminate a single possibility

for the value of an arithmetic circuit on a given input (over some finite field), then

P collapses to NC3, modulo the complexity of the eliminating procedure. Thus

one cannot eliminate any such possibility in NC without showing that all of P is

efficiently parallelizable. We also give a deeper collapse of P all the way down

to NC1 in the case when the characteristic of the ground field is sufficiently large

(alas under a stronger elimination hypothesis that depends on the characteristic).

In Chapter 4, we investigate the complexity of enumerative approximation

of two fundamental problems in linear algebra, computing the rank and the de-

terminant of a matrix. We prove that both are as hard to approximate (in the

enumerative sense) as to compute exactly. In particular, we show that if there

exists an enumerator that, given a matrix over some finite field, outputs a list

of constantly many numbers, one of which is guaranteed to be the rank of the

matrix, then it can be determined in AC0 (with oracle access to the enumerator)

which of these numbers is the rank. Thus, for example, if the enumerator is a

logspace function, then the problem of computing the rank is in logspace. For the

determinant function we establish the following two results: (1) If a logspace pro-

cedure could reduce the set of possibilities for the determinant of a given integer

matrix to polynomially many, then the determinant can be computed exactly in

logspace. (2) For any prime p, if one could eliminate a single possible value for
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the determinant modulo p, then the determinant modulo p can be computed in

logspace. The notion of enumerability has been studied before. This is the first

time, however, it is investigated for functions inside P.

In Chapter 5, we take an alternative, probabilistic look at the logspace play-

ground. We show that (in some precise sense) randomness can be nontrivially

substituted for nondeterminism in space. Even though it is believed that BPL

(bounded-error probabilistic logspace) is no more powerful than deterministic

logspace, it is not even known whether BPL is contained in NL (nondetermin-

istic logspace). We show that this inclusion holds for a restricted version of BPL,

where the error is somewhat larger than what can be achieved by amplification.

Amplification can make the probability of error exponentially vanishing in the

input length. In our restricted version, the error is exponentially vanishing in the

input length, but the exponent depends on the running time of the machine.

Chapter 6 showcases another approximation task. This time for decision prob-

lems. The decision task is relaxed to distinguishing between the case when a given

element is in the set and the case when it is “far” from any element of the set.

No behavior is required on elements that are close to some member of the set.

This yields a natural notion of approximation for decision problems, namely be-

ing close to an element of the set. (Recall the discussion about the problem of

deciding whether a given graph contains a large clique.) This notion was defined

by Goldreich, Goldwasser and Ron [GGR98] (and implicitly by Rubinfeld and Su-

dan [RS96]). We consider the problem of testing, for any integer n > 0, whether a

set of vectors in GF(2n) forms a subspace. Given oracle access to an unknown set

of vectors S (i.e., the ability to ask whether a vector of our choice belongs to S),

we are required to decide whether S is a subspace or is “far” from any subspace

(i.e., the membership of many vectors would have to be changed to make S a

subspace). The goal is to minimize the number of oracle calls. We show that

this number can actually be made constant, independent of the dimension of the
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vectors. This problem is closely related to the problem of testing linearity, and

the main result presented in Chapter 6 can be derived from known results. Our

proofs are by no means superior. However, they were obtained independently, and

we believe that Chapter 6 is still of interest.

All chapters are self-contained and can be read independently.
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2 Preliminaries

This chapter defines basic concepts and introduces some of the notation and ter-

minology we will need in the thesis. Further definitions will be given when needed.

Basic notation We denote the set {1, . . . , n} by [n]. A set system is a subset

of P(n), the power set of [n]. We use the Boolean alphabet Σ = {0, 1}. As usual,

Σ∗ denotes the set of all finite-length strings over Σ, and Σn denotes the set of

all strings of length exactly n, for some integer n ≥ 0. Here a string is a (finite)

sequence formed from the elements of Σ. A subset of Σ∗ is called a language (or

a set). For a language L, its characteristic function χL : Σ∗ → {0, 1} is defined

as χL(x) = 1 iff x ∈ L.

The number of elements in a set X is denoted by |X|. So is the length of

a string. There will be no confusion in either case. We will identify a subset

of X with its characteristic function on X. Then, under the identification X =

[n], a subset of X is a string in Σn (called the characteristic sequence of the

subset). Also, a set system on X corresponds to a Boolean function on P(X)

(or, equivalently, on Σn). We use the same notation both for the set and its

characteristic function.

We will indulge in another notational abuse: We write 〈x1, . . . , xn〉 to denote

the n-tuple of x1, . . . , xn as well as the encoding of this n-tuple as a string over Σ,
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using a fixed, well-behaved pairing function extended to tuples (computable and

invertible in time and space affordable in the context).

For a language L, we let L̄ denote its complement, the set of all strings in Σ∗

that are not in L; and for a class C we let co-C = {L̄ | L ∈ C}.

For all algebraic concepts, the reader is referred to one of standard texts such

as [Lan02, LN94]. All logarithms are base 2, unless the base says otherwise.

2.1 Models of Computation

We assume familiarity with the standard Turing machine model, encoding of prob-

lems as infinite languages over finite alphabets, standard complexity classes, and

basic relationships among them. For this information the reader is referred to

standard sources such as [Pap94a, HU79, HO02].

We will spend most of our time inside P (deterministic polynomial time).

More formally, we define DTIME[t(n)] as the class of languages that can be de-

cided by a deterministic Turing machine running in time O(t(n)). The class P is
⋃

k DTIME[nk]. A classical problem complete for P is the Circuit Value Problem.

Similarly, DSPACE[s(n)] is the class of languages decided by a deterministic

Turing machine in space O(s(n)). For the special case when s(n) = O(log n),

the corresponding class is L. We shall also write Lk for DSPACE[logk(n)].

NTIME[t(n)] denotes the class of languages that can be decided by a nondetermin-

istic Turing machine in time O(t(n)). If t(n) is polynomial in n, the correspond-

ing class is NP, the class of languages with short efficiently verifiable membership

proofs. A typical NP language is SAT, the set of all satisfiable Boolean formulas.

In fact, SAT is one of the most expressive languages in NP, in the sense that its

instances can efficiently encode any problem in NP. (See Section 2.2 for details.)

Not surprisingly, NSPACE[s(n)] is the class of languages decided by nondeter-

ministic Turing machines in space s(n), with NL denoting NSPACE[log n]. A
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problem characterizing NL is directed graph reachability: Given a pair of vertices

in a directed graph, the problem is to decide whether one is reachable from the

other.

We also define FP and FL, the functional versions of P and L respectively. A

function is said to be in FP if it is computable by some deterministic polynomial

time Turing machine. FL is defined analogously, with an aside that the write-

only output tape does not participate in the space bound, so the output can be

polynomially long. The functions need not be total. All functions considered in

this thesis are single-valued.

All the classes we consider are defined in terms of constructible space and time

bounds. A function t(n) is time-constructible if there exists a deterministic Turing

machine that halts after exactly t(n) steps for every input of length n. Similarly,

a function s(n) is space-constructible if there exists a deterministic Turing ma-

chine that uses space exactly s(n) on every input of length n. Nonconstructible

bounds may lead to anomalies such as having an empty gap (i.e., no languages in

existence) between (nonconstructible) time t(n) and time doubly-exponential in

t(n), just because there are no machines whose time bound is in this gap. Also, if

t(n) is not constructible, then the class NTIME[t(n)] may depend on whether all

branches are required to halt within t(n) steps. For a time constructible bound,

the corresponding class remains intact. Most interesting bounds are constructible.

The bounds that are not, are generally uninteresting with respect to understand-

ing the complexity of natural problems.

Two relationships among space-bounded classes are worthy of note. The following

result suggests that nondeterminism is much less powerful in the context of space

than it is in the context of time.

Savitch’s Theorem ([Sav70]) NSPACE[s(n)] ⊆ DSPACE[s2(n)] for any space-

constructible bound s(n) ≥ log n.
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A further evidence is given by the following astonishing (at the time) result.

Theorem (Immerman-Szelepcsenyi[Imm88, Sze87]) NSPACE[s(n)] is

closed under complement, where s(n) ≥ log n is a space-constructible bound.

In particular, NL is closed under complement.

We give a brief account of time and space hierarchy theorems. Hartma-

nis and Stearns [HS65] proved that for any time-constructible functions t(n)

and T (x) such that t(n)2 = o(T (n)), DTIME[t(n)] is properly contained in

DTIME[T (n)]. Hennie and Stearns [HS66] proved that the assumption can be

weakened to t(n) log t(n) = o(T (n)). We also have hierarchy theorems for deter-

ministic space. If s(n) is space-constructible, then DSPACE[s(n)] is a proper

subset of DSPACE[s(n) log s(n)] [SHL65]. A hierarchy theorem for nondetermin-

istic time was first proven by Cook [Coo73a], improved by Seiferas, Fischer, and

Meyer [SFM75] (and simplified by Zăk[Zak83]), who showed that NTIME[t(n)]

is properly contained in NTIME[T (n)], provided that t(n + 1) = o(T (n)) and

t(n), T (x) are time constructible. We also know that space bounded computa-

tions are strictly more powerful than time bounded computations. For any space

constructible function f(n), DTIME[f(n)] is strictly contained in DSPACE[f(n)],

due to Hopcroft, Paul, and Valiant [HPV77].

2.1.1 Circuits

We view circuits as computing functions rather than recognizing sets. A Boolean

circuit with n inputs and m outputs is a finite directed acyclic graph with labeled

nodes, called gates. The n nodes with in-degree zero are labeled with input vari-

ables x1, . . . , xn. Boolean constants 0 and 1 are treated as additional inputs, and

can be fetched from any non-input gate. The m nodes with no outgoing edges

are the output nodes. Every other node is labeled with a Boolean function of its
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inputs (either ∨, ∧, or ¬). All ¬ -gates have in-degree 1. We will make a distinc-

tion between bounded fan-in circuits (in which all gates have in-degree at most

two), and unbounded fan-in circuits (in which in-degrees of ∨- and ∧-gates are not

restricted). The circuit computes a function fn : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m in the natural

way. A Boolean assignment to the input variables inductively (and uniquely) de-

fines the Boolean value of each gate. The size of a circuit is the number of gates

in it, and the depth is the length of the longest path from an input to an output.

As usual, we are interested in computing instances of arbitrary size, and thus

will define a family of circuits, in which the n-th circuit has g(n) inputs and h(n)

outputs, where g and h are nondecreasing polynomially bounded functions. The

family computes the function f iff, for all n ≥ 0, the n-th circuit in the family

computes f restricted to inputs of length g(n).

Some natural functions are multi-valued, i.e., their value on any given input

may not be unique. All functions considered in this thesis are single-valued. For

completeness, however, we follow Cook [Coo85] in treating a function as a family

of binary relations (a union over all n ≥ 0 of Rn ⊆ {0, 1}g(n) × {0, 1}h(n), where

g and h are the size parameters of the function). A circuit family computes the

function iff for each n ≥ 0, the function fn computed by the n-th circuit in the

family realizes the associated relation in the sense that for each x ∈ {0, 1}g(n), if

Rn(x, y) holds for some y, then Rn(x, fn(x)) holds as well.

Arithmetic circuits A natural circuit model for dealing with computations

over some algebraic structure F is the arithmetic circuit taking elements and

constants of F as inputs, and having gates for the arithmetic operations over F;

all wires carry elements of F. Any such circuit can obviously be described by a

string over a finite alphabet, provided that the constants used can be described

this way. When talking about arithmetic circuits, we will generally assume that

the output gate is unique, and thus a circuit with n inputs computes a function
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from F
n to F. We shall take F to be the finite field GF(q) with q = pk elements.

We often write Fq for GF(q). For finite fields, the representation of the function

computed by a circuit as a polynomial is not unique (since aq = a for any a ∈ Fq).

Thus a circuit in fact computes a set of polynomials. If we want to compute

a polynomial in the ring F[x1, · · · , xn], we will only require that it is among the

polynomials computed by the circuit. We defer the discussion of how the elements

of F are represented until Chapter 3, where we actually use it.

For a perceptive comparison of the two circuit models (arithmetic versus

Boolean), see the expositions by Allender [All97b], von zur Gathen [vzG93], and

von zur Gathen and Seroussi [vzGS91].

2.1.2 Uniformity

Since we want to make circuit classes comparable to uniform1 classes defined in

terms of time and space, we need to place uniformity restrictions on circuit fami-

lies. Without such restrictions, one would be allowed to invest unbounded amounts

of computation in the construction of every circuit in the family, and we quickly

get to such anomalies as polynomial-size circuits that compute undecidable lan-

guages. For our purposes, it will be sufficient to use logspace uniformity, meaning

that there exists a logspace machine that, on input 1n, generates a standard en-

coding [Ruz81] of the n-th circuit in the family. When dealing with arithmetic

circuits, we also require algebraic constants to be uniform. Finer (and, with some

insight, more thought out) notions of uniformity exist, based not on the efficiency

of constructing the circuit but on the efficiency of answering certain question

about it, but these notions are irrelevant here. For a detailed treatment of uni-

formity, the reader is referred to the papers by Ruzzo [Ruz81], and Barrington

and Immerman [BI97]. Uniformity issues for arithmetic circuits are discussed by

1By uniform we mean that there exists a single machine solving the problem on all instances.
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Eberly [Ebe89] and von zur Gathen [vzG86]. If uniformity is not stated explicitly,

we mean logspace uniformity.

2.1.3 Circuit Classes

For k ≥ 0, the class NCk is defined as the class of all functions computable

by (logspace uniform) polynomial-size, bounded fan-in Boolean circuits of depth

O(logk n). The class ACk is defined as the class of all functions computable

by (logspace uniform) polynomial-size, arbitrary fan-in Boolean circuits of depth

O(logk n). In order to define threshold circuits, we need majority gates. A ma-

jority gate outputs 1 if and only if at least half of its inputs have value 1. The

class TCk is defined as the class of all functions computable by (logspace uniform)

arbitrary fan-in Boolean circuits composed entirely of majority gates; again, the

circuits are of polynomial size and depth O(logk n). In the case k = 0, the depth

(which corresponds to parallel time) is constant.

An important note is in place. We do not make a distinction between circuits

computing functions and circuits deciding languages. Thus we will allow ourselves

to compare the above circuit classes to both language and function classes. There

is a bold (and common) type abuse, but it will cause no confusion. Here is the

interface: A function f : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗ is said to belong to one of these classes

iff the set Af = {〈x, i〉 | the i-th bit of f(x) is 1} belongs to the class and f is

polynomially bounded. In the other direction, a language is in one of these classes

iff its characteristic function is in the class. This considerably simplifies notation.

Notice that NC0 is uninteresting as a language class, since the output gate can

depend only on constantly many inputs; it is interesting, however, as a function

class.

The class NC is the union of NCk for k ≥ 0. The classes AC and TC are defined

similarly. It is easy to show that, for any k ≥ 0, NCk ⊆ ACk ⊆ TCk ⊆ NCk+1.
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Thus NC = AC = TC. Only one inclusion (besides the trivial NC0 ⊂ AC0) is

known to be proper, namely AC0 ⊂ NC1. (Actually, a stronger separation is

known, namely AC0 is properly contained in ACC0, a subclass of TC0.) Almost

no lower bounds are known for classes above TC0. For all we know, TC0 (let

alone NC1) may be the same as NP. Again, a number of different lower bound

techniques are known for AC0. (See, for example, [FSS84, H̊as87, Ajt83].) This is

one of the reasons why TC0 is interesting.

We catalogue a few facts. AC0 can add and subtract n-bit numbers. There

are (strikingly) deep connections between circuit classes and algebra, with prob-

ably the most shocking result being that NC1 captures exactly the computations

over nonsolvable algebras [Bar89]. NC1 also captures exactly the complexity of

basic logic calculations. For example, the problem of evaluating a Boolean for-

mula on a given assignment is complete for NC1 under AC0 computable many-one

reductions. (See Section 2.2 for definitions.) TC0 captures exactly the complexity

of integer multiplication and division. (A recent breakthrough [Hes01] (see also

[ABH01]) showed that division is complete for dlogtime-uniform TC0, a more

restrictive version of TC0 alluded to above. Completeness here is in respect to

AC0-computable Turing reductions; TC0 is not known (or believed) to have prob-

lems complete under AC0-computable many-one reductions.) In some sense, the

question of whether NC1 is equal to TC0 can be viewed as asking whether basic

arithmetic operations are as hard as basic operations in logic. There is another

good reason to be interested in TC0. As we will see in a later section, it has a

close connection to the counting hierarchy.
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2.2 Reductions

A problem A reduces to a problem B if A can be computed using B as an oracle.

This tells us that B is at least as hard as A (or, on the brighter side,2 that A

is no harder than B), modulo the complexity of the reduction. Of course for

the reduction to be interesting, it actually has to be easier to solve A with B’s

help than without.3 Furthermore, the reduction itself must be computationally

bounded to be meaningful: If a reduction yields a solution to A, it should not be

due to significant computations hidden in the reduction itself. Thus we will at

least require that our reductions are weaker than the best known computation for

A.

We will consider various types of reductions depending on the form of oracle

access and the computational power of the reduction. Each reducibility notion

defines an equivalence relation on the set of problems: The less restrictive the

reduction, the larger (potentially) the classes it yields. Most complexity classes

defined in terms of abstract models of computations, have characterizations as

classes of problems reducible to some natural problem under a certain notion of

reducibility. For example, a perfectly good alternative way of defining NP is as the

class of sets polynomial-time many-one reducible to SAT, the set of all satisfiable

Boolean formulas. It is striking that these representative problems capture the

nature of abstract computational notions in such a clean (and deep) way. In fact,

2Amusingly enough, there is also a bright side to hardness. Computationally hard problems,

if we can put our hands on one, give pseudorandomness and cryptography. We will not deal

with this side of randomness here. Since we do not know how to prove any explicit problem to

be hard, reductions provide us with a useful tool for showing relative hardness, hardness relative

to other problems that are more firmly believed to be hard.
3This is not entirely true. A result saying that A retains its complexity when armed with B, is

interesting, as says something about the type of information that cannot increase the computa-

tional power of A. The notion of lowness, introduced into complexity theory by Schöning [Sch83],

provides a formal way to discuss such questions.
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a number of complexity classes were originally conceived as a closure of some

natural problem under a certain type of reducibility. And, in most cases, these

classes were later shown to have interesting structure (for example, unexpected

alternative characterizations) that justified their definition.

For most natural problems A and B, if A reduces to B under some reducibility

notion, it does so regardless of the notion being used. We will see some exceptions,

however. For example, for all we know, the class of functions NC1-reducible to the

determinant may be different from the class of those reducible within AC0. We

have already seen another example: TC0 is not believed to have complete problems

under AC0 many-one reductions, yet it has natural problems complete for it under

less restrictive AC0 Turing reductions (integer division for one). This stands in

striking contrast with the fact that such classes as NEXP, or even EXPSPACE,

have complete problems under AC0 many-one reductions; again, problems that

TC0 seemingly lacks.

But first we need to formally define the computations that get help from an

oracle. Once we have them at our disposal, we can define various reducibility

notions.

2.2.1 Oracle Computations

Since the only computational models that we essentially use are Turing machines

and circuits, we only define oracle computations in these models.

Oracle Turing machines An oracle Turing machine is an ordinary Turing

machine equipped with a special one-way oracle tape and two special states: the

query state and the answer state. Let B be some oracle. We will generally allow

B to be any function, languages treated as Boolean functions. With some abuse

of terminology, we will not only reduce sets to sets, and functions to functions,
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but we will also speak of reductions from a function to a set, and conversely. We

will, however, be particular about the details of all reductions we consider. As a

general rule, we think in terms of functions, treating sets as Boolean functions.

The oracle machine proceeds with its computation as an ordinary Turing ma-

chine until it reaches the query state. When it does so, the contents of the oracle

tape is interpreted as an instance of B, and is instantaneously replaced by the

value of B on that input (erasing the query string). At the same time, the head

of the oracle tape is reset to its initial, left-most position, after which the oracle

machine enters the answer state. The answer state marks the point when the

machine can start using the contents of the oracle tape in its further computa-

tion. The machine is charged for resources the same way it would be if it were

oracle-less (with some technical provisos to be discussed). That is, the oracle tape

is not subjected to the space bound. The machine, however, is charged for the

time it takes to submit its queries and read answers from the oracle, as well as for

the workspace used in constructing the queries.

When the machine has oracle access to B, we say that its computation is

relative to B. All complexity classes that we defined in terms of machines can be

relativized. A crucial point is how.

There is no generally accepted definition of (sublinear) space-bounded oracle

machines; there does not seem to be the right way to define them, and there are

some nontrivial delicacies involved. On one hand, if a space-bounded machine is

charged for the space it uses on the oracle tape (i.e., if the oracle tape is also

subject to a sublinear space bound), then we quickly get such abnormalities as

sets trivially not reducible to themselves just because they do not have enough

space to write down their queries. On the other hand, if the oracle tape comes for

free, then it can be dishonestly used as a workspace, bypassing the space bound.

For example, there are oracle worlds (under this definition), in which NL is not

even in P. (See [LL76, Lyn76, Sav83] for these and other abnormalities.) Ruzzo,
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Simon, and Tompa [RST84] proposed a notion of oracle access that avoids the

most obvious such pitfalls, and this is the notion we adopt here. Briefly, the

oracle tape is not subjected to the space bound, but the oracle machine (be it

nondeterministic or probabilistic) is required to behave deterministically when it

generates queries. That is, from the time some symbol is written on the oracle

tape, the machine has to proceed deterministically until it actually makes the

oracle call. This prevents the oracle machine from reaching a doubly-exponential

in the space bound s(n) number of configurations, since only exponentially many

in s(n) queries can be asked over all computation paths of the machine on a given

input. (Indeed, each query depends only on the input string and on the machine’s

configuration when it starts writing the query.)

The question of how to define time-bounded oracle machines is much less

ambiguous. Although, as discussed in [All90], there are some subtleties in this

case as well. However, our original definition of oracle machines will serve us here

just as well.

Oracle Circuits In order to define circuit-based reductions, we need the notion

of oracle circuits. Since we view circuits as computing functions rather then

recognizing sets, we will use Cook’s generalization of Wilson’s model [Coo85,

Wil85]. In this model, circuits are allowed to have oracle gates, in addition to the

usual gates. An oracle gate takes an ordered list of r inputs, naturally interpreted

as a query string. The sequence of s ordered outputs corresponds to the value

of the oracle on the query string. For the purpose of defining depth in bounded

fan-in circuits, the oracle gate counts as depth ⌈log(r + s)⌉.

If C and D are complexity classes, and C is defined in terms of Turing machines or

circuits, let CD denote the complexity class that results from allowing the machines

(respectively, circuits) that define C to use an oracle from D.
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2.2.2 Reducibility Notions

We will use only deterministic reductions.

We write A ≤ B to denote that a problem A reduces to a problem B. Thus

A is no harder than B, modulo the complexity of the reduction. The more com-

putationally powerful the reduction, the weaker this statement. The power of the

reduction is determined by the type of oracle access and by the computational

complexity of the reduction.

The most restrictive type of oracle access we will consider corresponds to many-

one reductions. A many-one reduction (denoted ≤m) is a reduction which makes

only one oracle query and outputs the answer to that query as its own answer. In

the case when A and B are sets, a many-one reduction is a many-one mapping f

such that for any input x, x ∈ A if and only if f(x) ∈ B. If A and B functions,

the reduction typically consists of two parts: a part f mapping instances x of A

to instances f(x) of B, and a part g recovering from the answer y of f(x) the

answer g(y) of x. Often g is just the identity function; if it is not, the reduction

still makes one oracle query, but it is allowed some computation before it has to

output its answer.

A truth-table reduction (≤tt) is allowed to ask several queries but all must be

asked before any of them is answered, i.e., no query can depend on the answers to

the previous queries. We may assume without loss of generality that all queries

are asked at the same time. The reduction is then allowed to combine the answers

in an arbitrary way (within its computational power) to produce its own answer,

but it is not allowed to make any further queries. A bound on the number of

queries can be made explicit in the notation as a prefix to tt. For example, if the

reduction makes at most f(n) queries on inputs of size n, we denote it by ≤f(n)-tt.

We will distinguish bounded truth-table reductions (denoted ≤btt) as reductions,

in which the number of queries is independent of n.
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The least restrictive are Turing reductions (≤T). In fact, there is no restriction

on how the queries are asked. The query construction is fully adaptive. We

will also write C(f) to denote the class of functions Turing-reducible to f via

C-computable reductions, where C will typically be a circuit complexity class.

The computational complexity of a reduction is indicated as a superscript to ≤.

Access types and computational bounds can be combined in the natural way. Of

course, we define reductions only for classes for which we defined relativization.

We will occasionally simplify the notation and write C-reducible to mean ≤C
T-

reducible, where C will typically be a circuit complexity class. All the reductions

we consider are transitive, that is if A ≤ B and B ≤ C under any of these notions,

then A ≤ C. For a much better treatment of reductions, the reader is referred

to [HO02].

A problem B is said to be hard for a complexity class C under reduction ≤r,

if every problem in C reduces to B under ≤r. If B itself is in C, then B is called

complete for C under ≤r. The closure of C under ≤r is the set

Rr(C) = {L | (∃A ∈ C)[L ≤r A]}.

If C ⊆ Rr(C), the class C is said to be closed under ≤r. It is worth emphasizing

that if the class C is closed under ≤r and C ⊆ D for some class D, then for any

D-complete problem B (under ≤r), B ∈ D iff C = D. Some closures are worthy of

note. In particular, the classes NCk (for any k ≥ 1), FL, FP are all closed under

NC1 reductions.

2.2.3 Counting Classes

The class #P is the class of functions definable as the number of accepting com-

putation paths of a nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing machine [Val79b].

Thus a function f : Σ∗ → N is in #P iff there exists an NP machine M such

that f(x) = #accM(x) for all x ∈ Σ∗, where #accM(x) denotes the number of
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accepting computation paths of M on input x. The class #L, first considered in

[ÀJ93b], is defined similarly, but for nondeterministic logspace machines. Notice

that both are classes of functions. If we need a language class, we will talk about

P#P and L#L. It came as a shock when Toda [Tod89] showed that the polyno-

mial hierarchy PH is contained in P#P. In fact, he showed a seemingly stronger

inclusion, namely PPPH ⊆ P#P, where PP is the class of languages accepted by

NP machines with the property that any string is in the language if and only if

more than half of the paths are accepting. It is easy to see that PPP = P#P, i.e.,

knowing the highest order bit of a #P function is as powerful as knowing all the

bits. The class #L, on the other hand, is much less powerful: #L ⊆ TC1. One

of the most important results about #P is that it characterizes the complexity

of computing the permanent of integer matrices [Val79b]. It took more than a

decade to find out that there is an equally close connection between #L and the

determinant [Tod91, Val92, Vin91, Dam91]. Since the determinant of integer ma-

trices can take on negative values, the determinant is in fact complete for GapL,

the class of functions that can be expressed as the difference of two #L functions.

A function f is in GapL if and only if f is logspace many-one reducible to the

determinant. As noted in [AO96], the determinant and #L are even more inti-

mately related than the permanent and #P in the sense that the determinant is

complete for GapL under a more restrictive notion of many-one reducibility, in

which the part that recovers the value of a GapL function on a given input from

the determinant of a matrix this input was mapped to, is the identity function.

The permanent, on the other hand, is provably not complete for #P (or GapP)

under such restrictive notion, unless of course P = ⊕P, since the permanent and

the determinant are the same mod 2. Here ⊕P is another counting class, the

class of languages accepted by NL machines where the definition of acceptance is

defined by the parity (i.e., the least significant bit) of the number of accepting

paths [GP86, PZ83].
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GapL was studied as the logspace analog of the class GapP, introduced by Fen-

ner, Fortnow, and Kurtz [FFK94], and independently by Gupta [Gup92, Gup95].

(See Ogihara and Hemaspaandra [HO02, p. 106-108] for a historical review.) One

of the reasons for defining GapP was to study classes of languages that can be

defined using gap functions, functions expressible as a difference of two #P func-

tions. We will be more interested in the logspace analogs of these classes.

A language A is in PL iff there exists a GapL function f such that for any

x ∈ Σ∗, x ∈ A iff f(x) > 0. It follows immediately that the set of integer

matrices whose determinant is positive is complete for PL. The class PL is better

known as the class of languages computed by an unbounded error probabilistic

logspace Turing machines, a logspace analog of PP defined above. Some facts:

PL is in TC1 (which follows from [BCP83]), and the machines can be restricted

to run in polynomial time with no loss in power [Jun85, AO96]. In contrast,

such a restriction seems to have a drastic affect on the power of bounded error

probabilistic logspace. Without it, one gets a full power of nondeterminism for

one-sided error, and a class potentially more powerful then NL, when the error

is two-sided. We defer the discussion of probabilistic classes to Section 5, where

we investigate the relationship between NL and probabilistic logspace classes.

From the above discussion it follows that PL is closed under complement. This

had already been known by the time these results appeared [Sim81b, RST84].

Although knowing the highest order bit of a #P function is as powerful as knowing

all the bits, this does not seem to be true for logspace. (See [AO96].)

Another related class is C=L [AO96], which is the set of all languages A for

which there exists a GapL function f such that for all x ∈ Σ∗, x ∈ A iff f(x) = 0.

An immediate alternative characterization is in terms of “exact counting”: A is

in C=L iff there exists an NL machine M such that for all x ∈ Σ∗, x ∈ A iff

the machine has the same number of accepting and rejecting paths on x. This

class captures exactly the complexity of the set of singular matrices, a far more
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interesting set than, say, the set of all matrices whose determinant is positive. The

polynomial-time counterpart of C=L, denoted by C=P, is due to Simon [Sim75]

and Wagner [Wag86a].

Allender and Ogihara [AO96] observed that, even though for most natural

problems the closures under AC0 and NC1 (Turing) reductions coincide, this does

not seem to be apparent for the determinant. This (among other things) motivated

the definition of the following hierarchies:

• The exact counting logspace hierarchy C=L ∪ C=LC=L ∪ C=LC=LC=L
· · · =

AC0(C=L)

Allender, Beals, and Ogihara [ABO99] showed that AC0 and NC1

reducibilities coincide on C=L. Furthermore, the hierarchy col-

lapses to LC=L; it collapses all the way down to C=L if and only

if C=L is closed under complement.

• The PL hierarchy PL ∪ PLPL ∪ PLPLPL
∪ · · · = AC0(PL)

Ogihara [Ogi98] showed that the PL hierarchy collapses to PL

under AC0 (in fact TC0) reductions, which was improved to NC1

reducibility by Beigel and Fu [BF97].

• The #L hierarchy L ∪ L#L ∪ L#L#L
· · · = AC0(#L) = AC0(Det)

It is not known whether the #L hierarchy collapses to any fixed

level, or whether AC0(#L) = NC1(#L). The latter would imply

the collapse [All97a].

Analogous hierarchies defined in the context of polynomial time all coincide with

the counting hierarchy PP∪PPPP ∪PPPPPP
∪ · · · . Indeed, PP trivially contains

C=P, and PP ⊆ C=PC=P due to Torán [Tor91]; and we have already seen that

P#P = PPP.
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Why are these hierarchies interesting? First, they (or their base classes) pre-

cisely characterize the complexity of many natural problems [Wag86a, ABO99,

Coo85]. The counting hierarchy also has strong connections with threshold cir-

cuits. The intuition is that levels of the counting hierarchy roughly correspond

to circuit depth; moreover, oracle separations for levels of counting hierarchy are

equivalent to real circuit lower bounds; the equivalence, however, is not exact.

The reader is referred to an excellent survey by Allender and Wagner [AW93]. As

a motivation, we just mention a concrete example: Constructing an oracle sep-

arating PSPACE from the counting hierarchy is the same problem as separating

TC0 from NC1. In fact, one of the motivations for studying logspace counting

hierarchies was the hope that they might help in understanding the power of

threshold circuits [ABO99]. No interesting connection has been found; the struc-

ture of counting hierarchies in the context of logspace seems to be different from

the counting hierarchy in polynomial time. In particular, there is little reason

why the three logspace counting hierarchies should be the same [ABO99].

To summarize, we have the following sequence of inclusions.

AC0 ⊂ TC0 ⊆ NC1 ⊆ L ⊆ NL ⊆











AC0(C=L)

NC1(C=L)

LC=L











⊆ PL ⊆ AC0(#L) ⊆ NC1(#L) ⊆ TC1

Notice that all the questions we discussed are essentially squeezed between NC1

and TC1. No relationship to AC1 is known (besides the easy NL ⊆ AC1 ⊆ TC1).

It is worth noting that #P and #L (as well as other counting classes) have

characterizations in terms of uniform arithmetic circuits, obtained by arithme-

tizing Boolean circuits that characterize NP and NL. (Although NP and NL are

typically defined in terms of Turing machines, they have characterizations in terms

of uniform Boolean circuits.) This arithmetic side of #P and #L will be of no
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interest to us, but we refer the reader to a survey by Allender [All97b] as a starting

point.

We remark that the treatment of counting classes presented here is by no

means comprehensive. It contains a selection of results that is intended to serve

as a ground for upcoming discussions. Credit was not given everywhere where

it was due. In particular, almost no historical account was given. The reader is

referred to far better presentations cited in the section.

2.3 Approximation Notions

In this section, we probe what constitutes an approximation. Conceptually, it is

the most important section of this chapter.

An approximation of a function f mapping from a set D to a set R, is a

function that maps elements of the domain D to subsets of the range R. If f

is a Boolean function (better thought of as a subset of D), then we define its

approximation as a function mapping D to subsets of itself. All functions that we

consider are single-valued.

Given a function f , we consider a family of approximations {Af,ǫ}ǫ≥0, param-

eterized by the error parameter ǫ. It would be natural to expect that the set

output by Af,ǫ on input x contains f(x), and that Af,0 = {f(x)}. Moreover,

the set Af,ǫ(x) must “come close” to f(x) in some sense. Notice that we require

that the set as a whole does so, not necessarily every element of it. We call

Af,ǫ(x) the ǫ-approximation set of x with respect to f . We think of Af,ǫ as a

procedure that given x reduces the set of possible values for f(x). We generally

expect that if ǫ1 < ǫ2, then Af,ǫ2 is more ambiguous than Af,ǫ1 in that it ex-

cludes fewer possibilities for the value of f on any given input. We will see that

some well-known notions of approximation have a further property that, for any
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x, Af,ǫ1(x) ⊆ Af,ǫ2(x) whenever ǫ1 < ǫ2. We will also see notions that do not have

this nesting property.

One important remark is in order. Notice that an approximation so defined is

a function of the input, not the value of f on that input. A rightful question is

why: after all, it is the value of f that we want to approximate. Thus it seems

that this value alone should determine what it means to come close to it, yet

we will see that in some natural approximation notions the approximating set is

indeed a function of the input: two inputs x and y with f(x) = f(y) can have

very different approximating sets. Moreover, we will see cases when one would

explicitly want an approximating set for x not to depend on f(x).

Needless to say, we expect an approximation to be easier (in some computa-

tional sense) than the function it approximates.

Interval Approximations

We use this term to refer to what is commonly understood by approximation,

mostly in the context of approximating NP-hard optimization problems. An ap-

proximate value in this case is a value that is within some factor from the truth.

This essentially restricts the set of possible values for f(x) to an interval (there-

fore the name). The size of this interval is a function of f(x), and thus if f(x)

is exponentially large in |x|, then so is the interval. Thus the smaller f(x), the

less ambiguous the approximation. One can imagine situations where it is not

desirable to have an approximation algorithm that favors some inputs by being

exponentially less ambiguous on them.

Interval approximations come in different versions. The following are the two

most common. As a rule, functions for which these approximation are consid-

ered, have metric domain and range. Otherwise, restricting to an interval is not

particularly meaningful. Since this notion of approximation is used primarily in
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approximating optimization problems, we will assume that D = Σ∗ (the set of

input instances) and R is either R or N.

Relative approximation Given the error parameter 0 ≤ ǫ < 1, the approxi-

mating set of x ∈ D is Af,ǫ(x) = {y ∈ R | (1 − ǫ)f(x) ≤ y ≤ (1 + ǫ)f(x)}.

Ratio approximation Given the error parameter 0 ≤ ǫ < 1, the approximating

set of x ∈ D is Af,ǫ(x) = {y ∈ R | (1 − ǫ)f(x) ≤ y ≤ f(x)/(1 − ǫ)}.

There is also a stronger notion, called absolute approximation. Fixing a constant

k > 0, the interval for input x ∈ D is given by Af,k(x) = {y ∈ R | |y−f(x)| ≤ k}.

But how many problems lend themselves to such strong approximation guaran-

tees? It seems that there is no interesting problem that does. Uninteresting

problems are those where the exact value can be easily pinned down to a small

range, and the hardest part is to find which one of the values in this small range

is exact. A typical example is edge coloring: the problem is to color the edges of

a given graph with the smallest possible number of colors so that no two adjacent

edges have the same color. It is known that the number of colors is either ∆ or

∆+1, where ∆ is the maximum degree of the graph. (See, for example, [MR95].)

It is NP-hard, however, to decided which one of the two is the correct number for

a given graph, even if the graph is 3-regular. Thus the problem trivially has a

polynomial time approximation algorithm with absolute error at most 1.

Enumerative Counting

The notion of enumerability was introduced by Cai and Hemachandra [CH89], who

were motivated by investigating alternative ways to approximate #P functions.

Instead of restricting the range of a function value to an interval, they considered

restricting it to a small set.
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Definition 1 [CH89] A k(n)-enumerator for a function f : Σ∗ → Σ∗ is a pro-

cedure that reduces the set of possibilities for the value of f on any given input

x ∈ Σ∗ by enumerating a list of k(|x|) values guaranteed to contain f(x) (thereby

eliminating the rest of the values).

Notice that the number of values on the list depends only on the size of the input;

in particular, it does not depend on the value of the function on that input. Thus,

even if the range is exponential, the enumerator still outputs an equally short list

for every input of the same length. Clearly for such a procedure to be interesting,

it has to do more (or rather, less) than simply compute f(x) and include it in

the output. Thus we stipulate that enumerators require less computational power

than the functions they enumerate. If a function f has a k-enumerator, we call it

k-enumerable. We emphasize that the set as a whole approximates f(x).

Enumerative counting makes sense in a more general context when there is no

natural ordering on the range of the function, and thus restricting the value to

an interval is not particularly meaningful. Such an approximation, however, does

not satisfy a natural nesting requirement mentioned above. It is neither strictly

stronger nor strictly weaker than relative interval approximations.

The alert reader may have noticed a superficial connection between the enu-

merative and absolute approximation: They share uninteresting problems, prob-

lems whose exact value can be trivially pinned down to a small range.

Cai and Hemachandra [CH91] (see also Amir, Beigel, and Gasarch [ABG90])

showed that if a #P-complete function is poly-enumerable in polynomial time,

then P = P#P. Thus it is as hard to substantially reduce the number of possible

values for the permanent as to compute it exactly. In Section 3, we show that a

similar result holds for the determinant as well.

Beals et al. [BCGT99] investigate the enumerability of #GA (the function

computing the number of automorphisms of an undirected graph), and show that
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#GA is not poly-enumerable in polynomial time, unless GI (the set of pairs of iso-

morphic graphs) is in RP (one-sided error probabilistic polynomial time). Further-

more, they show that #GA is not nǫ-enumerable in polynomial time for ǫ > 1/2,

unless GI is in P. GI is easily seen to be in NP. It is also known to be incomplete for

NP unless PH collapses. It was very recently shown that GI sits in SPP [AK02],

the class defined in [OH93, FFK94], as the class of languages whose characteristic

function is in GapP. SPP can be thought of as the gap-version of UP (unambigu-

ous nondeterminism); it is also exactly equal to the low sets for GapP, and thus

for all gap-definable classes, giving another evidence that GI is not NP-complete.

The notion of enumerability has been extended to sets by associating sets with

their ranking functions.

Definition 2 [GS91] The function r : Σ∗ → N is called the ranking function of

a language L if r maps each x ∈ Σ∗ to |{y ≤ x | y ∈ L}|.

A language L is said to be polynomial-time rankable if its ranking function is

computable in polynomial time. Furthermore, L is k(n)-enumeratively rankable if

its ranking function is k(n)-enumerable. Hemachandra and Rudich [HR90] show

that if every language in P is O(1)-enumeratively rankable (or even, for any ǫ > 0,

O(n1/2−ǫ)-enumeratively rankable) then #P = FP. Their construction was built

on the result of Cai and Hemachandra [CH89], and the later, stronger results of Cai

and Hemachandra [CH91], in light of the Hemachandra-Rudich argument, in fact

show that for each k it holds that if each language in P has a O(nk)-enumerative

ranking function, then #P=FP.

In a similar vein, Goldsmith et al. [GOR00] show that if the census function of

every language in P is poly-enumerable in polynomial time (or equivalently, if each

function in #P1 is poly-enumerable in polynomial time), then #P1 ⊆ FP, where

#P1 is the tally version of #P, for which the inputs are given in unary. They show

that #P1 ⊆ FP would imply that P=BPP, and moreover, that PH ⊆ ModkP for
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any k ≥ 2. (The census function of L is the function mapping each n > 0, as a

unary string 1n, to the number |L ∩ Σn|.)

Membership Comparability

Given two instances, can we tell which one is no more likely than the other to be

in a predefined set?

Definition 3 [Sel79] A set L is called P-selective (or semi-feasible) if there is a

polynomial time computable function f (called a p-selector for L) such that for

any two strings x and y, f(x, y) ∈ {x, y}, and if x or y is in L then f(x, y) ∈ L.

There are four possibilities for the joint membership of x and y in L. A se-

lector function essentially excludes one such possibility: if it outputs x then

χ(〈x, y〉) 6= 01; if it outputs y then χ(〈x, y〉) 6= 10. We will only need a gen-

eralization of this notion to a larger number of strings. An excellent account of

the theory of semi-feasible computation can be found in a book by Hemaspaandra

and Torenvliet [HT02].

Definition 4 A set L is called g(n)-membership comparable if there is a function

f (called a g(n)-comparator for L) such that for every x1, . . . , xg(n) each of length

at most n, it holds that χ(〈x1, . . . , xg(n)〉) 6= f(x1, . . . , xg(n)). In words, f excludes

one of the 2g(n) possibilities for the membership of the given strings in L.

Beigel et al. [BKS95] introduced this notion for constant g, and called it approx-

imability. The fully generalized notion defined above is due to Ogihara [Ogi95].

Membership comparability is a certain notion of approximation for decision prob-

lems, and an extremely weak one at that. It gives a negligible (exponentially

vanishing in g) advantage over guessing.
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Property Testing

Property testing, initiated by Goldreich, Goldwasser and Ron [GGR98] (and im-

plicitly by Rubinfeld and Sudan [RS96]), is a general task of distinguishing be-

tween the case when a given object has some predetermined property and the

case when it is “far” from any object with this property. Here a property is just

a collection of objects (namely, the objects that have the property), and “far” is

in the sense that the object has to be substantially modified before it can satisfy

the property. Property testing so defined is a relaxation of the standard decision

task, where one is required to distinguish between the case when an object has

the property (is a yes-instance) and the case when it does not (is a no-instance).

Allowing arbitrary behavior on objects that don’t have the property, yet are close

to others that do, often gives tests that are significantly more efficient than the

corresponding decision procedure. It also yields a natural notion of approximation

for decision problems, namely being close to a yes-instance.

We will not even attempt to cover the results in property testing. There are

excellent expositions on the subject; see [Gol97, GGR98, Ron01, Fish01]. Apart

from being theoretically appealing, this notion arises naturally in the context of

program testing, probabilistically checkable proofs, hardness of approximation,

PAC-learning. All references can be found in the surveys cited above.

The objects we consider are sets of vectors in GF(2)n, or equivalently set

systems on [n]. As usual, we associate sets with their characteristic functions,

thus a set of vectors in GF(2)n will be treated as a function f : GF(2)n → GF(2).

Given oracle access to an unknown function f (i.e. the ability to ask the value

of f on an input of our choice), we are required to decide whether f satisfies

some predefined property or is far from satisfying this property. In some cases

we only have access to a random sample from f , i.e., a sequence of pairs of the

form 〈x, f(x)〉. The distance between functions is measured as the fraction of the
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domain on which the functions differ. Thus f is said to be ǫ-far from a class

of functions defined over the same domain, if every function in the class differs

from f on more than an ǫ-fraction of the domain. The goal is to minimize the

number of oracle calls. Often this number can be made constant, independent of n

(depending only on ǫ). This explains why the input function is given as an oracle

rather than explicitly as a truth table; otherwise, it would take exponentially less

time to make the assertion than to read the input.

Definition 5 A property P = {Pn}n>0 is a parameterized class of functions,

where the functions in Pn are from GF(2)n to GF(2).

Definition 6 A property test for P is a probabilistic oracle machine M that

given n, a distance parameter ǫ > 0, and oracle access to an arbitrary function

f : GF(2)n → GF(2) satisfies the following requirements: it accepts f if f ∈ P,

and it rejects f if f is ǫ-far from Pn. In both cases M is allowed to err with

probability 1/3. The query complexity q(n, ǫ) of the test is the number of oracle

calls M makes on inputs of length n. In the case when M queries f on inputs

that are uniformly and independently sampled from GF(2)n, we say that M uses

random examples.

Definition 7 If P has a property test with query complexity that depends only

on ǫ and not on n, P is called testable.

Not surprisingly, testability is deeply related to whether the property admits sim-

ple local characterizations; i.e., whether one can show that a function satisfies

certain (easily checkable) local conditions on (typically random) inputs if and

only if it is close to having the property. For example, a function f : Σn → Σ

is monotone if and only if f(x) ≤ f(y) holds for any x, y ∈ Σn such that x ≺ y,

where ≺ denotes the natural partial order on Σn (i.e., x = x1 . . . xn ≺ y1 . . . yn = y
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if and only if xi ≤ yi for every i, and xi 6= yi for some i). A natural test for mono-

tonicity is to make sufficiently many random local checks; each check may consist

of randomly selecting x ∈ Σn, flipping a random bit in x to obtain y ∈ Σn, and

then verifying that x and y respect the local characterization. If the algorithm

finds a pair (x, y) violating the property, it rejects; otherwise, it accepts. It is a

feature of the area that, while it is almost immediately apparent what to check,

the tests are infamously hard to analyse. Clearly, the test above will not reject a

monotone function. The hard part is to show that any function accepted by the

test with nontrivial probability is nontrivially close to some monotone function.

This determines how many times the test should be repeated to guarantee that if

f is far from any monotone function, this will be revealed with high probability.

For Boolean functions the number of tests can be independent of n, as shown by

Dodis et al. [DGL+99] (See also [GGL+00, FLN+02].)

The lack of such local characterizations certainly does not make the testing

task easy. Consider, for example, the property of the input function being the

parity function. No algorithm that probes the value of the function on a small

fraction of inputs can distinguish with high probability between the case when it

is parity and the case when it is far from it. In fact, as was shown in [GGR98],

there is an abundance of function classes such that a uniformly selected function

(over the same domain) is far from it and yet is indistinguishable from it (even if

the distinguisher has unlimited computational power), when observing the value

of the function on less than a constant fraction of the domain. In other words,

there exist properties testing of which is asymptotically as hard as deciding. These

observations suggest that it would be interesting to characterize properties accord-

ing to the complexity of testing them. We will talk about this in more detail in

Chapter 6.
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3 The Enumerability of P

Collapses P to NC

Summary We show that if one could eliminate a single possibility for the value

of an arithmetic circuit on a given input (both over some finite field), then P

collapses to NC, modulo the complexity of the eliminating procedure. Thus one

cannot exclude any such candidate in NC without showing that all of P can

be efficiently parallelized. The result above is robust with respect to eliminating

procedures that err (i.e., exclude the correct value) with small probability. We also

give a stronger collapse of P all the way down to NC1 for the special case when

the characteristic of the ground field is sufficiently large (alas under a stronger

elimination hypothesis that depends on the characteristic).

3.1 Introduction

We investigate the relationship between the properties of being enumerable and

being inherently sequential. We show that if P is enumerable (in some precise

sense), then P collapses to NC.

Recall that a k(n)-enumerator for a function f , defined by Cai and Hemachan-

dra [CH89], is a procedure that reduces the set of possibilities for the value of f

on a given input x of length n by enumerating a list of k(n) values guaranteed
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to contain f(x) (thereby eliminating the rest of the values). Clearly for such a

procedure to be interesting, it has to do something different than simply compute

f(x) and include it in the output. Thus we stipulate that enumerators require

less computational power than the functions they enumerate. Recall that an enu-

merator yields a certain approximation of f : Instead of restricting the value of

f(x) to an interval (as would a classical approximator), it restricts this value to a

small set. If a function f has a k(n)-enumerator, we shall call it k(n)-enumerable.

If k(n) is a polynomial, f is said to be poly-enumerable.

Consider the task of computing the value of an arithmetic circuit on a given

input, both over some finite field GF(q). Suppose that one could eliminate a

single possibility for this value. (Or, in the above terminology, assume that there

exists a (q−1)-enumerator for the Arithmetic Circuit Value Problem over GF(q).)

We show that then one could solve the Boolean Circuit Value Problem (CVP for

short) in NC3, modulo the complexity of the enumerator. Since CVP is complete

for P under NC1-computable many-one reductions, this would collapse P to NCi,

provided that the enumerator is computable in NCi for some i ≥ 3. Put another

way, one cannot efficiently eliminate any candidate for the value of an arithmetic

circuit on a given input without proving that there are no inherently sequential

problems (which would be incomparably more interesting, but is probably false).

Thus even such seemingly weak piece of information is as hard to obtain in this

case as the solution itself.

This result is proven by adapting the techniques used in Sivakumar’s proof that

SAT is not O(log n)-membership comparable,1 unless UniqueSAT is in P [Siv99],

which builds on the technique of Ar et al. [ALRS98] for reconstructing polynomials

from noisy data (see [Sud97, GS92]). The result is also reminiscent of the sparse

1A g(n)-membership comparing function for a language A takes a sequence of g(n) strings,

each of length at most n, and outputs a string in Σg(n) that is not their characteristic string in

A. (See [Ogi95, BKS95].)
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hard sets results [Ogi95, CS98, CS00, vM98].

We initiate the study of probabilistic enumerators that are allowed to err (i.e.,

exclude the correct value) with small probability. The result above is robust with

respect to such enumerators.

Finally, we prove a stronger collapse of P all the way down to (logspace uni-

form) NC1 for the special case when the characteristic of the ground field is suf-

ficiently large (alas, under a stronger enumerability hypothesis that depends on

the characteristic). In particular, let F be any fixed finite field with characteristic

at least k2 for some integer k ≥ 2. We show that CVPF is not k-enumerable,

unless CVP is solvable in NC1, modulo the complexity of the enumerator. If F

is not fixed but is given in the input (by its characteristic p, order pq (in unary

notation), and a monic irreducible polynomial g ∈ Zp[x] of degree q), then the

construction is in TC1.

3.2 Preliminaries

Recall that an arithmetic circuit over some algebraic structure F is a circuit taking

elements and constants of F as inputs; all gates perform arithmetic operations over

F, and all wires carry elements of F. Any such circuit can clearly be described by

a string over a finite alphabet, provided that the constants used can be described

this way. A Boolean circuit is just an arithmetic circuit over GF(2).

Since we want to make circuit classes comparable to uniform classes defined

in terms of time and space, we need to place uniformity restrictions on circuit

families. For our purposes, it will be sufficient to use logspace uniformity, meaning

that there exists a logspace machine that, on input 1n, generates a standard

encoding [Ruz81] of the n-th circuit in the family. If uniformity is not stated

explicitly, we mean logspace uniformity.
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We use Cook’s generalization [Coo85] of Wilson’s model [Wil85] to define

circuit-based reductions. (We do not make a distinction between circuits com-

puting functions and circuits deciding languages.)

An instance of the arithmetic circuit value problem over F (denoted CVPF) is

an encoding of an arithmetic circuit C over F, together with an encoding of inputs

x1, . . . , xn from F. The circuit C has n inputs, and the problem is to compute the

value of C on x = 〈x1, . . . , xn〉, denoted C(x).

Ladner [Lad75] introduced the (Boolean) circuit value problem, and showed

that it is complete for P (under logspace computable many-one reductions). Cook

observed that the problem is actually complete under NC1 reductions [Coo85]. For

infinite fields, the problem is not necessarily in FP, since gate values need not be of

polynomial length. It is in FP, however, for any finite field, and remains FP-hard in

any field. Correspondingly, it is P-hard to decide whether C on x outputs 1, where

1 is the multiplicative identity of the field. (See [GJH95], Appendix A.1.) The

fields we consider are finite. The hardness above is in respect to NC1-computable

many-one reductions; hence it suffices to show that CVP (or CVPF) is in NCi to

collapse P to NCi for some i ≥ 1. We will establish such a collapse under the

hypothesis that, given an instance 〈C, x〉 of CVPF, one can efficiently eliminate

at least one of |F| possibilities for the value of C on x.

3.3 Finite Fields of Large Characteristic

We first present the proof of the special case mentioned in the introduction, and

then turn to arbitrary finite fields.

Theorem 1 Let F be a (fixed) finite field with characteristic at least k2 for some

integer k ≥ 2. If CVPF is k-enumerable, then CVPF is in NC1, modulo the

complexity of the enumerator. If F is described in the input (see below), then the

same result holds with TC1 in place of NC1.
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A Note on Representation To implement arithmetic in a finite field F with

pq elements, it suffices to have a monic irreducible polynomial g in Zp[x] of degree

q, since F can be viewed as Zp[x]/(g), the ring of polynomials over Zp modulo g.

If the field F is fixed, then such g can clearly be precomputed in the space that

we have available for constructing the circuit. If F is not fixed but depends on

the instance length, then an irreducible polynomial defining the representation of

F can be specified as a part of the input; or alternatively, it can be precomputed

in logspace if F is in some specific form that allows for such precomputation.

Unfortunately, such explicitly given irreducible polynomials are rare and strongly

depend on the structure of pq. See [Shp92, Chapter 2] and [LN94, Chapter 3]

for excellent expositions. Theorem 1 holds if the number of elements in the field

F is polynomial in the instance length n. Thus we allow to supply F in the

input by its characteristic p, order pq (in unary notation), and a monic irreducible

polynomial g ∈ Zp[x] of degree q. Then the theorem holds with TC1 in place

of NC1. Note that the characteristic of F is small, in the sense that the parallel

complexity is measured in terms of log p, rather than log log p. If g is not given,

constructing it may be a bottleneck, as it is in NC2.5 (again, for fields of small

characteristic) [Fra91]. In what follows, we assume that the representation of F

has been fixed.

Proof: Let 〈C, x〉 be an instance of CVPF, where C is an encoding of

an arithmetic circuit over F with n inputs, and x refers to the encoding of

〈x1, . . . , xn〉 ∈ F
n. (We will refer to x as the input to C.) To avoid new no-

tation, assume that C has n gates. Notice that, given an assignment to the gates

of C, we can check it for validity in NC1. Indeed, we just need to locally verify that

the value assigned to every gate is in fact the value of the operation it computes

on the values assigned to its inputs. Thus all we need is an NC1-constructible

set of gate assignments containing the correct one for C on input x. We shall

call such a set a witness set for C(x). Needless to say, we cannot simply run the
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enumerator on every gate of C (viewing it as an output gate), as it would yield kn

gate assignments, which we cannot hope to verify in NC1. Instead we will build

a new circuit on top of C such that the enumerator will be forced to construct a

small witness set for C(x).

Consider any two gates g and h of C. We can run the enumerator to obtain k

candidates for the value computed by each on input x. Let the corresponding lists

of candidates be a = {a1, . . . , ak} and b = {b1, . . . , bk}. (We may clearly assume

that all values on each list are distinct.) We view g as a univariate degree k − 1

polynomial Pa(u) =
∑k−1

j=0 βju
j in F[u] such that Pa(ai) = d(i−1) for every i ∈ [k],

where d is a generator of an additive group of F of size at least k2. Recall that

the promise is that F has characteristic at least k2. The multiplicative identity 1

of F is such a generator, so we can and shall take d = 1. Similarly define Pb for

h. Thus each of the polynomials is given by its value on a set of k distinct points

in F specified by the enumerator. Since both polynomials are of degree k− 1, the

coefficients (we will follow Pa) can be recovered by interpolation as the solution

to the k × k Vandermonde system
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Since a1, . . . , ak are distinct, the system has full rank over F. Clearly, if k is a

constant independent of n, we can find the solution using a circuit of constant size

(in fact, it would suffice to simply hardwire the polynomial as a black box with the

prescribed behavior). The interesting case is when k is a function of n. (Thus we

consider instances of the circuit-value problem where the field that the instance is

over depends on the size of the instance.) If |F| is polynomial in n, we can solve

such systems in logspace uniform TC0 [CS00]. (See also [CS98, Ebe89, Pre91].)
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The proofs there are for fields of characteristic 2. The extension to finite fields of

characteristic other than 2 is straightforward, since the required operations can

easily (by analogy) be seen in logspace uniform TC0. The main parameter defining

the depth and uniformity is n.

Vandermonde system solver

Recall that we have the value of Pa(u) =
∑k−1

j=0 βju
j on k distinct points a1, . . . , ak

in F. Lagrange interpolation says that

Pa(u) =

k
∑

i=1

Pa(ai)
∏

z 6=i

u − az

ai − az
.

Collecting the terms corresponding to each uj gives

βj =

k
∑

i=1

(−1)i+1 vi
∏

z 6=i(az − ai)
σk−j−1(a1, . . . , ai−1, ai+1, . . . , ak),

where σr denotes the r-th elementary symmetric polynomial. Let the order of F

be pq. Recall that p ≥ k2, and that pq (and thus k) are polynomial in n. Using

the representation of the elements of F as q-vectors over Fp, we can add nO(1)

elements in logspace-uniform TC0 (using [CSV84]). We can also multiply any

nO(1) elements in TC0 by using the representation of the nonzero elements of F

as powers of a primitive element ω. Recall some basic facts: The multiplicative

group F
∗ of F is cyclic of order pq − 1. Thus there exists ω ∈ F such that

F = {0, 1, ω, ω2, . . . , ωpq−2}. (In fact, F
∗ has exactly φ(pq − 1) such generators,

namely {ωi | 1 ≤ i < pq − 1 and gcd(i, pq − 1) = 1}.) For all a ∈ F
∗, a can be

uniquely written as a = ωi for 0 ≤ i < pq. The value i is the discrete logarithm

of a in respect to ω. Now to multiply nO(1) elements of F
∗ we first compute their

discrete logarithms in respect to ω, which can be done by table lookup in AC0.

The tables themselves can be precomputed in logspace that we have available for

constructing the circuit. So can the generator; we can just hunt for it exhaustively

in logspace: cycle through all a ∈ F
∗ and verify that there exists i < pq such that
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ωi = a. Finally, the discrete logarithms are added and the sum is reduced modulo

pq − 1, both can be done in logspace uniform TC0; for the reduction we need a

look-up table which can be precomputed in logspace. It remains to show how to

compute the elementary symmetric polynomials in logspace uniform TC0. The

j-th elementary symmetric polynomial σj ∈ F[y1, . . . , yr] is given by

σj = σj(y1, . . . , yr) =
∑

1≤i1<···<ij≤r

ij
∏

i=i1

yi.

In words, σj is the sum over all j-element subsets {i1, . . . , ij} ⊆ [r] of the prod-

ucts yi1 · · · yij . Conventionally, σ0 = 1. The values of σ1, . . . , σr can be quickly

recovered by interpolation as the coefficients of the polynomial

G(z) =
r

∏

i=1

(z + yi) = σ0z
r + σ1z

r−1 + · · · + σr.

The plan now is to take r = pq−1 and evaluate G on all elements of F
∗ represented

as powers of ω (no surprise here). Notice that G is in fact a degree r−1 polynomial

over F
∗, since σ0 = 1 and ar = 1 for every a ∈ F

∗. Interpolation of G is particularly

simple, given by

σj(y1, . . . , yr) =
r−1
∑

i=0

ω−(j−1)iG(ωi),

since ω generates all of F
∗, and thus the Discrete Fourier Transform matrix (a

bona fide Vandermonde matrix)
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1 ωr−1 · · · ω(r−1)·(r−1)

















is invertible. Note that computing any G(ωi) is in TC0 using the product from

of G (we know how to add and multiply nO(1) elements of F in TC0). Recovering

σj ’s is thus easily seen to be in (logspace uniform) TC0.
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Clearly any σj(y1, . . . , ys) equals σj(y1, . . . , ys, 0, . . . , 0) for any number of extra

zeros. Thus we can let (y1, . . . , yk−1) cycle through (a1, . . . , ai−1, ai+1, . . . , ak) for

1 ≤ i ≤ k, and set yk, . . . , yr to 0. This completes the reconstruction of the

original polynomial.

2

Let us return to our gates g and h with associated polynomials Pa(u) and Pb(v)

(whose coefficients we now know). We will create a new gate f with inputs g and

h. The function computed by f will be F (u, v) = kPa(u)+Pb(v). Thus F (ai, bj) =

k(i − 1) + (j − 1) for every i, j ∈ [k]. (Recall that we always implicitly have the

multiplicative identity of F as a factor.) If we run the enumerator on 〈f, x〉, we

will get back k candidates for f(x), each corresponding to a unique combination

of claimed values for g(x) and h(x), provided that k2 ≤ p. In particular, if the

enumerator claims that f(x) = c, then c must be in the form k(i − 1) + (j − 1)

for some i, j ∈ [k], yielding the claim that g(x) = ai and h(x) = bj . Otherwise,

f(x) 6= c.

Recall that we want to substantially reduce the total number of gate assign-

ments to the original gates of C, and we do it as follows: We group the gates

of C in pairs (arbitrarily) constructing a new level of gates as described above.

We repeat the same procedure for the new level; continuing this way, eventually

we get to a single gate (after having constructed a full binary tree on top of the

original gates). We run the enumerator on this gate, obtaining k candidates for

its value on input x. Each candidate value corresponds, via a downward chain of

decodings, to a unique gate assignment for the original gates of C. As long as k is

polynomial in n, we can verify all candidate assignments in parallel, singling out

the correct one. The value of C(x) is the value assigned to the output gate.

We now describe the structure of the circuit that does this. Our parallel

algorithm will first run the enumerator on every gate gi in C. Each enumerator

gate takes a description of C with a marked output gate gi, together with the
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original input x, and outputs a list of k numbers, one of which is gi(x). Let us

return to our pair of gates g and h with lists (a1, . . . , ak) and (b1, . . . , bk). All other

pairs are treated in the same way in parallel. We feed the lists and the original

input x to auxiliary circuitry Aux(g, h) that outputs a description of a new circuit

with the output gate f . (The new circuit contains the original C plus whatever

circuitry has already been built on top of it. The input to the new circuit will

be the original input x.) Aux(g, h) reconstructs the polynomials Pa, Pb, and uses

them to compute a description of f . It follows from the above discussion that

Aux(g, h) can be implemented in NC0 if k is constant; and in TC0 if pq (and thus

k) are polynomial in n. (Given Pa and Pb, the description of f can clearly be

computed by NC0 and TC0 circuits respectively.) Since there are O(logn) levels,

the entire construction is in NC1 when F is fixed, and in TC1 if F is specified

in the input as discussed above. All circuits are logspace uniform. Note that

the output of an NC0 circuit can depend only on constantly many inputs, thus

improving the complexity significantly in the case of non-constant k appears to

be impossible. Once we get to a single gate, we run the enumerator on this gate,

obtaining k candidates for its value on x. Each value can be uniquely passed back

to the original gates of C. Passing amounts to finding i and j from the value of

k(i − 1) + (j − 1), which can obviously be done in NC0 or TC0, depending on

whether k is constant.

3.4 Main Theorem

We now prove the main result for arbitrary finite fields. Although the proof echoes

the proof of Sivakumar [Siv99], we present a self-contained treatment.

Theorem 2 Let Fq be the finite field with q = 2r elements, and let i ≥ 3 be an

integer. If CVPFq
is (q − 1)-enumerable in NCi then CVP ∈ NCi.
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Remark. The choice of Fq above is made to avoid inessential complications with

the presentation (in particular, to simplify the Boolean complexity of field opera-

tions). The result readily holds for any finite field (modulo these complications).

We will also see that the theorem holds for fields that are not fixed but are given

as a part of the input.

Proof: Let 〈C, x〉 be the instance of the (Boolean) circuit-value problem whose

solution we seek, and let g0, . . . , gn−1 denote the gate values of C on input x.

We view the gate values of C on x as the degree (n − 1) univariate polynomial

Pg(u) =
∑n−1

i=0 giu
i over GF(2). We will try to evaluate this polynomial on all

elements of an appropriately chosen extension field GF(2m) of GF(2). In fact, let

us fix m now to be the smallest integer of the form 2 · 3l (for some positive integer

l) such that m = d log n. If the field Fq is fixed, we can take any d ≥ 2. If Fq is

not fixed but is given by q in unary, d will be bounded by a constant dependent

on c (fixed later in the proof), where c is such that r = c log n. In either case, m

will be easily computable in logspace.

A note on the representation: If m is in the above form,2 the polynomial

ym + ym/2 +1 is irreducible over GF(2). (See, for example, [vL91].) Thus GF(2m)

can be constructed as the ring of polynomials over Z2 modulo ym +ym/2 +1. Each

polynomial in GF(2m) can also be represented as an m-bit string, treating bits as

the corresponding coefficients (with the most significant bit encoding the constant

term of the polynomial). The zero element and the multiplicative identity of the

ground field are treated as the Boolean values 0 and 1, respectively. This will be

an implicit assumption hereafter.

Recall that our plan is to obtain some nontrivial information about the value

2Note that m can be in any form. Having the power of NC3, we can find an irreducible

polynomial exhaustively by cycling through monic polynomials of degree m in Z2[x] until an

irreducible is found. In what follows, we assume that the representation of the extension field

has been fixed.
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of Pg on all elements of GF(2m), and that we have a (q−1)-enumerator for CVPFq

at our disposal. We will use the enumerator to reduce the number of candidates

for each evaluation, and then rely on the technique of Ar et al. [ALRS98] to

reconstruct the coefficients of Pg, which are the gate values of C on x that we

seek.

So let us fix u ∈ GF(2m), and use the enumerator to reduce the set of possibili-

ties for Pg(u), which is an element of GF(2m), and thus has an m-bit representation

(and consequently 2m possible settings of these m bits). Consider an r-element

subset S of {0, . . . , m − 1}. We will try to find the r bits of Pg(u) specified by

S. Or rather, we will rely on the enumerator to eliminate one possible setting for

these r bits by disguising this question as an instance of CVPFq
whose solution

(viewed as an r-bit string) gives the desired r bits of Pg(u). In the same way, we

can rule out one possible setting for every r-element subset of the m bits of Pg(u).

We will then argue that this rules out a large portion of all possible bit settings

for all the m bits.

Let us first make a small detour. We will need a bit version of CVPFq
, consist-

ing of tuples 〈D, y, i〉 ∈ Σ∗ such that D is an encoding of an arithmetic circuit, y

is an input to D, both D and y are over Fq, and the i-th bit of D(y) is 1, when

D(y) is viewed as an r-bit string. It is readily seen that the bit version of CVPFq

is complete for P. Consider the set

A = {〈C, x, u, i〉 | the i-th bit of Pg(u) is 1},

where C, x, u, and Pg(u) are defined as above. Clearly A is in P, since the required

GF(2m)-arithmetic needed to compute any bit of Pg(u) can be easily implemented

in NC1. Thus A many-one reduces (via some NC1-computable function h) to the

bit version of CVPFq
. We will use h to map each bit of Pg(u) to an instance of

the bit version of CVPFq
. Thus our parallel algorithm will first run h (in parallel)

on all tuples 〈C, x, u, i〉 for i from 0 to m − 1. Given 〈C, x, u, i〉, h produces an
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encoding of some circuit Di together with an input yi, both over Fq, and a number

ji such that the i-th bit of Pg(u) is precisely the ji-th bit of Di on yi. (End of

detour.)

Let us fix a subset S ⊆ {0, . . . , m−1} of size r and turn to the task of eliminat-

ing a possible setting of these bits in Pg(u). Denote the r-bit string corresponding

to Pg(u) restricted to the bits in S by w = w0 . . . wr−1. Notice that the bits of w

are essentially the bits ji of Di(yi), where i ranges over the bits specified by S.

We will view these output bits (denoted w0, . . . , wr−1 to avoid new notation) as

specifying the coefficients of the polynomial Pw(x) =
∑r−1

i=0 wix
i over GF(2). Here

x is our original input in the Boolean instance of CVP that we are solving. We

view Fq as Z2[z]/(g), the ring of polynomials over Z2 modulo the irreducible poly-

nomial g of degree q in Z2[z]. We can hunt for g exhaustively by cycling through

monic polynomials of degree q until an irreducible is found. Irreducibility can be

tested in parallel time O(log3 q). We assume that the representation of Fq has

been fixed. Thus Pw is an element of Fq. We will construct an arithmetic circuit

DS with an input yS (both over Fq) such that the value of DS on yS, viewed as a

polynomial in Z2[z]/(g), is equal to Pw. Since the degree of Pw is r − 1, DS(yS)

uniquely defines Pw. In fact, we already have such DS and yS at hand. Our yS

will be the collection of inputs {yi | i ∈ S}, and DS will contain the circuitry

{Di | i ∈ S}. Each Di(yi) (which is an r-bit number) encodes the corresponding

coefficient of Pw as its ji-th bit. The circuit DS will output these r bits as an r-bit

representation of its output (which is an element of Fq). The circuitry needed

to do such compilation of outputs is certainly in logspace uniform NC1. We can

finally run the (q − 1)-enumerator for CVPFq
on 〈DS, yS〉 to get a list of q − 1

values in Fq. We can similarly eliminate one possible setting of any other subset of

r bits of Pg(u). Not only can we do it for all sets S in parallel (u has been fixed up

until now), but also for all u ∈ GF(2m). Recall that r = c log n, and m = d log n

with d > c to be fixed later. There are 2m many u’s, and
(

m
r

)

< 2m = nO(1) many
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subsets for each such u. (Needless to say that if Fq is fixed, the number of subsets

is polynomial in n.)

How many possible bit settings for each Pg(u) does it rule out? This num-

ber follows immediately from (a rather special case of) a lemma proved inde-

pendently by Sauer [Sau72], Perles and Shelah [She72], and Vapnik and Cher-

vonenkis [VC71]. (For an excellent exposition, including the lemma’s proof, see

Bollobás [Bol86, p.131].)

To state the lemma, we shall say that a set I ⊂ [m] is traced by a set system

F ⊂ P(m) if the collection of intersections {F ∩ I | F ∈ F} contains every

element of P(I). The lemma states that any F traces at least |F| sets in P(m).

In particular, this says that if |F| >
∑r−1

i=0

(

m
i

)

, then F must trace some set of size

r. For us, F is the set of remaining possible assignments to the m bits of Pg(u).

We know that it does not trace any subset of r bits (since we excluded at least one

possible intersection for each such subset), thus the contrapositive of the lemma

says that we are left with at most
∑r−1

i=0

(

m
i

)

< r
(

m
r

)

possibilities for Pg(u) (out of

2m such possibilities). Likewise for every other u ∈ GF(2m).

Let a = d/c. We use a bound on
(

m
r

)

=
(

m
m/a

)

in the form:
(

m
m/a

)

< C(a) ·

(ea)n/a, where C(a) is some constant that depends on a. A number of different

estimates of this form are known; which one is used does not affect the result. We

want k
def
= 2m/4 > C(a) · (ea)n/a, so given c, we take d = ac > 4 to be any easily

computable constant such that a satisfies the condition above.

It remains to reconstruct the coefficients of Pg using the restricted lists of

possibilities for its value on a set of 2m points. We will use the powerful technique

of Ar et al. [ALRS98], which reduces the reconstruction to the factorization of an

appropriately constructed bivariate polynomial Q(u, v) which is zero at all points

(u, v) such that u ∈ Fq and v is in the list of possibilities for Pg(u). The key claim

is that (v − Pg(u)) must appear as an irreducible factor of Q. The degree of Q

will be polynomial in n in both u and v. The factorization thus gives a list of
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polynomially many candidates for Pg, each corresponding to a gate assignment

for C on x. All of them can be verified in parallel in NC1, and the correct one

can be singled out.

The statements regarding Q need some justification. For completeness (and

since we need to bound the parallel complexity rather than sequential time), we

sketch the arguments of Ar et al. [ALRS98]. (See also [Siv99].)

Reconstruction Let F = GF(2m) be the extension field. We will construct

a bivariate non-zero polynomial Q(u, v) of degree deg(u) in u and deg(v) in v

(to be fixed momentarily), such that Q(u, v) = 0 for all u ∈ F and all v in

the list of k possibilities for Pg(u), and such that both u and v are present in

every monomial of Q. This gives a homogeneous system of k2m linear equations

in deg(u) · deg(v) unknowns. If deg(u) · deg(v) ≥ k2m, we are guaranteed a

solution. It remains to show that v − Pg(u) will appear as an irreducible factor.

Consider the univariate polynomial Qg(u) = Q(u, Pg(u)), which is of degree at

most deg(u) + ndeg(v) in u. We know that Qg(u) is 0 on every u ∈ GF(2m).

Thus if deg(u) + ndeg(v) < 2m, Qg(u) must be identically zero, implying that

(v − Pg(u)) divides Q(u, v). Let us choose deg(v) and deg(v) leading to this

desired situation (for sufficiently large n). Recall that k = m2m/4. We have to

satisfy deg(u)deg(v) ≥ m25m/4 and deg(u) + 2
m
d deg(v) < 2m, which can be done

by setting, for example, deg(u) = deg(v) = 2
2m
3 .

Note crucially that F has polynomially in n many elements, and thus its char-

acteristic p is small, i.e., we need the algorithms to run in depth polynomial in

log p (rather than log log p). (In our particularly pleasant case p = 2.) In what

follows, n (the length of the main input) determines the complexity and unifor-

mity of circuits. All circuits are logspace uniform. Univariate polynomials of

degree nO(1) over F (not necessarily square-free) can be factored in NC3. A deter-

ministic version of the univariate factoring algorithm of von zur Gathen [vzG84],
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obtained by plugging in the deterministic NC2 matrix rank algorithm of Mulmu-

ley [Mul87], works in depth O(log2 n log(np)) (bounded fan-in, polynomial time).

Thus if p is polynomial in n, we are in NC3 (as noted in [vzGS91]). Bivariate poly-

nomial factoring can be reduced to univariate factoring using Hensel’s lifting. Let

f(x, y) ∈ F[x, y] be the polynomial that we wish to factor into irreducible factors.

If F is a unique factorization domain (which it is, since F is a field), then so are

F[x] and F[x, y], thus the factorization is unique (up to the order of factors). We

will only seek some irreducible factor of f , hence we will then be able to compute

the complete factorization in parallel for all factors.

Let the degree of f be at most d = nO(1) in each variable. We seek an ir-

reducible factor g ∈ F[x, y] of f . Hensel’s lifting extracts information about the

factors of f(x, y) by lifting up a univariate factorization of f0(x) = f(x, 0). No-

tice that factoring the univariate polynomial f0(x) = g(x, 0)h(x, 0) is equivalent

to factoring f(x, y) = g(x, y)h(x, y) mod y. Hensel’s construction will lift this

factorization to the one modulo y2, y2·2, and so on, until we have a factorization

modulo y2t

, where t is sufficiently large to yield the true factorization of f(x, y).

We will go through the steps of the reduction only for the purpose of establishing

the parallel complexity, i.e., without giving any intuitive of formal justifications.

For this the reader is referred to, for example, a book by von zur Gathen and

Gerhard [vzGG99].

Step 1. Factor f0(x) = g0(x)h0(x), where g0 and h0 are relatively prime and g0

is irreducible. (This is possible if f0 is squarefree. If f0 is not squarefree, then

its squarefree decomposition can be computed first, and then we can work with

all square-free factors in parallel.) The whole factorization is in NC3 using the

univariate factorization algorithm mentioned above.

Step 2. Iteratively lift the factorization t = 2(⌈log d⌉ + 1) times to obtain

gt, ht such that f(x, y) ≡ gt(x, y)ht(x, y) (mod y2t

). Each lifting step allows us
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to (uniquely) lift factorization modulo ye to factorization modulo y2e. The cost

of lifting is essentially the cost of computing the quotient and remainder of poly-

nomials of degree at most d in F[x], and is in NC1 [Ebe89], putting t = O(log n)

iterations in NC2.

Step 3. Find polynomials G(x, y) and D(x, y) satisfying the relations

G(x, y) ≡ gt(x, y)D(x, y) (mod y2t

),

degxG < degxf , degxD < degxf , degyG ≤ degyf , degyD ≤ 2t, G 6≡ 0. Thus

Step 3 reduces to solving a system of linear equations, with unknowns being the

coefficients of G(x, y) and D(x, y). Solving a system of linear equations is in

NC2 [BvzGH82].

Step 4. Find gcd(G, f) and if nontrivial, output G as a factor of f . If trivial,

f is irreducible. The gcd computation is in NC2 [BvzGH82]. (As warned, we

will accept it as a fact that the solution to the system above exists and that the

existence of G indeed yields a nontrivial factor of f .)

From the discussion above, the factorization is readily seen to be in (logspace

uniform) NC3. The computation of all factors (originating from different ways to

factorize f0(x) as the product of a monic irreducible g0(x) and a relatively prime

to it h0(x)) can be done in parallel.

Corollary 1 Let Fq be the finite field with q elements, and let i ≥ 3 be an integer.

If CVPFq
is (q − 1)-enumerable in NCi then P = NCi. The field Fq can be given

by q (in unary notation) as a part of the input.
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3.5 Probabilistic Enumerators

Until now enumerators were not allowed to err. A natural question is what hap-

pens if they were. Before debating about whether such enumerators are concep-

tually fit, let us see whether they are technically interesting. First, it is not even

clear how erroneous enumerators should be defined. There are two natural choices.

Either the enumerator fails to include the correct answer on a small fraction of

inputs at each input length; or it distributes the error by guaranteeing to include

the correct answer for every input with high probability.

In this section, we consider enumerators that are allowed to err with small

probability, and prove an analogue of Theorem 2 in the randomized setting. For

the definition of randomized Boolean circuits and the class RNC, the reader is

referred to Cook [Coo85]. It is believed highly unlikely that P ⊆ RNC. (Note,

however, that randomized cicuits inherently have multiple access to randomness,

and RNC1 is not known (or believed) to be contained in randomized logspace.)

Let ǫ : N → (0, 1
2
). An enumerator Ef for a function f is said to have error ǫ,

if for all inputs x in the domain of f , the set Ef (x) includes f(x) with probability

at least 1− ǫ(|x|), where the probability is taken over the random bits fed to Ef .

Theorem 3 (Randomized analogue of Theorem 2) Let Fq be as in Theorem 2.

There is no (q−1)-enumerator for CVPFq
with error at most inversely polynomial

unless P ⊆ RNC3.

Proof: As in the deterministic case, we will attempt to obtain restricted lists

of candidates for the value of the gate polynomial Pg on the elements of the

extension field GF(2m). Let ǫ(n) = n−Ω(1) be the error of the enumerator, and fix

u ∈ GF(2m). What is the probability that the list of candidates for Pg(u) excludes

Pg(u)? No more than the probability that the enumerator errs on at least one of

all r-element subsets of the m bits of Pg(u), and this is at most
(

m
r

)

ǫ(s(n)), where
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s(n) is the polynomial bounding the encoding length of CVPFq
instances that the

subsets were mapped to by the reduction function in the proof of Theorem 2.

We obviously want ǫ(s(n)) ≤ (1/2 − δ) ·
(

m
r

)−1
= n−Ω(1) for some δ > 0 (δ can

be as small as inverse polynomial in n). This can be satisfied by appropriately

altering m by a constant factor (which we have control over, and which does

not affect the proof in any significant way). We can then make the probability

that the list excludes Pg(u) vanish exponentially in the input length at the price

of a polynomial increase in parallelism. Indeed, we can run polynomially many

instances of the enumerator in parallel and exclude the majority vote. Chernoff

bounds can be used in the straightforward way to bound the probability that

Pg(u) is excluded (by an inverse exponential). Hence for every u ∈ GF(2m), we

have a list of at most k values (in the notation of Theorem 2), one of which is

Pg(u) with probability at least 1−γ for some inverse exponential γ, implying that

the expected number of bad lists is at most γ2m. By Markov’s inequality, the

probability that there are more than 3 · γ2m such lists is at most 1/3. Assume

from now on that there are in fact no more than 3 · γ2m bad lists. As before, we

will attempt to find a polynomial Q(u, v) which is zero on all u ∈ GF(2m) and

all v in the list of possibilities for Pg(u). The only difference is that in order to

guarantee that v−Pg(u) is an irreducible factor, we need to satisfy the constraint

deg(u) + 2
m
d deg(v) < 2m(1 − 3γ). This would yield that Q(u, Pg(u)) has more

zeros than its degree, and thus must be identially zero, implying that v − Pg(u)

divides Q(u, v). Recall that k = m2m/4. We have to satisfy the constraints

deg(u)deg(v) ≥ m25m/4 and deg(u) + 2
m
d deg(v) < 2m(1 − 3γ), and our choice

deg(u) = deg(v) = 2
2m
3 does so (for sufficiently large n). Thus finding Q and

factoring it, gives a small list of polynomials that includes Pg. We know how to

single out Pg. This completes the proof.
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4 The (Non)Enumerability of

the Determinant and the

Rank

In this chapter we show the hardness of enumerating two fundamental problems

in linear algebra, computing the rank and the determinant of a matrix.

4.1 History and Motivation

Valiant [Val79b] proved that the permanent of integer matrices characterizes #P,

the class of functions definable as the number of accepting computations of a

nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing machine. A similar connection has been

shown between the complexity of computing the determinant and #L, the logspace

analog of #P [Tod91, Val92, Vin91, Dam91]. (Since the determinant of integer

matrices can take on negative values, the determinant is in fact complete for GapL,

the class of functions that can be expressed as the difference of two #L functions.)

Toda’s result [Tod89] showing the surprising power of counting in the context

of nondeterministic polynomial-time, namely that the polynomial hierarchy is

contained in P#P, naturally raises the question of whether #P functions are at

least easy to approximate. In the standard sense of coming close to the correct
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value (i.e., within a multiplicative factor), approximating #P functions is in ∆p
3.

Moreover, any technique for showing that it has complexity lower than ∆p
2, would

have to be non-relativizable. (See [Sto85].) In search of a better answer, Cai and

Hemachandra [CH89] proposed an alternative notion of approximation, which

they called enumerative counting. Instead of restricting the range of a function

value to an interval, they consider enumerating a short list of (not necessarily

consecutive) values, guaranteed to contain the correct one.

Recall that a function f is said to be g(n)-enumerable if there exists a function

that, on input x, outputs a list of at most g(|x|) values guaranteed to contain f(x).

Cai and Hemachandra [CH91] (see also Amir, Beigel, and Gasarch [ABG90]),

showed that if the permanent function is poly-enumerable in polynomial time,

then P = P#P. This is certainly a non-enumerability result, as it says that a

function hard for the entire polynomial hierarchy can easily bootstrap its exact

value if it is left with polynomially many candidates.

We investigate the enumerability of functions complete for logspace count-

ing classes. It is interesting whether enumerability implies a similar decrease in

the complexity of the determinant; and if so, to what extent. Since #L functions

have significantly less computational power (they are contained in TC1, a subclass

of NC2), the enumerability properties of logspace counting analogs can be very

different from those of #P-complete functions. This is all the more interesting,

because, as far as we know, there are no results on (the hardness of) approximat-

ing matrix determinant or rank in the standard sense. Another purpose of such

an investigation is to get a better understanding of the relationships among the

complexity classes sandwiched between NL and uniform TC1.

We show that if the determinant of integer matrices is poly-enumerable in

logspace, then it can be computed exactly in logspace. In other words, it is as

hard to poly-enumerate as to compute exactly. The result holds for matrices over

finite fields of characteristic greater than the dimension of the matrix. A natural
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question is whether this can be extended to arbitrary finite fields. We establish a

similar result for computing the determinant modulo any prime.

We also show that constant enumerability of the rank function over finite fields

implies that the rank can be computed exactly in AC0 (modulo the complexity of

the enumerator). Thus, for example, if the enumerator runs in logspace, then the

problem of computing the rank is also in logspace. The result actually holds for

finite commutative rings with identity.

4.2 Preliminaries

We will be concerned with the complexity of computing the following functions

(with input and output in {0, 1}∗):

• DetF : Given A ∈ F n×n, compute the determinant of A.

• RankF : Given A ∈ F n×n, compute the rank of A.

• SingularityF : Given A ∈ F n×n, determine whether A is singular.

• IndependenceF : Given a set of vectors in F n, determine whether they are

linearly independent.

Here F is any commutative ring with identity. When F = Z, the ring of integers,

F is dropped. A usual way to represent an element of an algebraic structure F in a

Boolean circuit is as an integer written in binary. Since we will be mostly interested

in matrices over finite rings, or over rings whose size is polynomially related to

the size of the matrix, the elements of F will be “short” (i.e., have logarithmic bit

length). Thus arithmetic operations over F can be easily computed in AC0.
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Logspace Counting Classes and the Complexity of Problems

in Linear Algebra

Many basic linear algebraic problems are known to be in NC2. In order to clas-

sify and capture the exact complexity of these problems, Cook [Coo85] defined

the class of problems NC1-reducible to the determinant of integer matrices, and

showed that most linear algebra problems with fast parallel algorithms are in this

class. Many are in fact complete for this class; others were shown to be com-

plete for the (potentially smaller) class of problems reducible to computing the

rank [vzG93, ST98]. Santha and Tan [ST98] explored the computational difference

between the functional and the verification versions of the problems under AC0-

Turing and AC0-many-one reductions. Allender and Ogihara [AO96] observed

that, even though for most natural problems the closures under AC0 and NC1-

reductions coincide, this does not seem to be apparent for the determinant. This

(among other things) motivated the definition of the following hierarchies, defined

using the “Ruzzo-Simon-Tompa” oracle access model [RST84], which is standard

for defining Turing reductions for space-bounded nondeterministic machines, see

[AO96]:

• The exact counting logspace hierarchy C=L ∪ C=LC=L ∪ C=LC=LC=L
· · · =

AC0(C=L)

The class C=L is defined as the class of languages, for which there

exists a GapL function f such that for every x, x is in the lan-

guage if and only if f(x) = 0. If follows immediately that the

set of singular matrices is complete for C=L. Allender, Beals, and

Ogihara [ABO99] showed that AC0 and NC1 reducibilities coin-

cide on C=L; furthermore, the hierarchy collapses to LC=L. We

show that O(1)-enumerability of Rank implies a slightly deeper

collapse (to the closure of C=L under appropriate reducibility).
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• The PL hierarchy PL ∪ PLPL ∪ PLPLPL
∪ · · · = AC0(PL)

Ogihara [Ogi98] showed that the PL hierarchy collapses to PL

under AC0 (in fact TC0) reductions, which was improved to NC1

reducibility by Beigel and Fu [BF97]. A problem, easily seen to be

complete for PL, is checking whether the determinant of integer

matrices is positive.

• The #L hierarchy L ∪ L#L ∪ L#L#L
· · · = AC0(#L) = AC0(Det)

It is not known whether the #L hierarchy collapses, or whether

AC0(#L) = NC1(#L). The latter would imply the col-

lapse [All97a].

Allender, Beals, and Ogihara [ABO99] showed that the problems of computing

the rank of integer matrices, determining whether the rank is odd, and determining

the solvability of a system of linear equations, are all complete for AC0(C=L).

Clearly, the problems of computing and verifying the rank of a matrix are AC0-

equivalent (since there are just n+1 possibilities for the rank). However, Allender,

Beals, and Ogihara classified the complexity of verifying the rank exactly, showing

that it is complete for the second level of the Boolean Hierarchy over C=L (i.e.

the class of sets expressible as an intersection of a C=L and a co-C=L set).

Our results We show that constant enumerability of the rank function over

finite fields implies that the rank can be computed exactly in AC0 (modulo the

complexity of the enumerator). Thus, if there exists an enumerator that, given

a matrix, outputs a list of constantly many numbers, including the rank of this

matrix, it can be determined in AC0 (with oracle gates for the enumerator) which

of these numbers is the rank. For example, if the enumerator runs in logspace,

then the problem of computing the rank is also in logspace. We also consider a
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related problem of counting the number of vectors in a given set that are spanned

by the other vectors in the set, and show it to be ≤TC0

O(n)-tt-equivalent to computing

the rank. Both results actually hold for commutative rings with identity with the

condition that the size of the ring that the input matrix is over is polynomially

related to the dimension of the matrix. More formally, we consider a sequence of

rings R1, R2, . . . , Rn, . . ., where the size of each Rn is polynomial in n, and our

n × n matrices are over Rn.

The techniques used in the proof give, from the assumption of logspace

constant-enumerability of the rank, ≤log
O(n)-tt -reductions from RankF to

IndependenceF and to SingularityF . The reductions hold for arbitrary rings;

in particular, for the ring of integers. Since for integer matrices, Independence

and Singularity are easily seen to be complete for, respectively, co-C=L and

C=L, the existence of the enumerator implies that AC0(C=L) (and thus the en-

tire exact counting logspace hierarchy) coincides with the intersection of ≤log
O(n)-tt

-closures of C=L and co-C=L, a slight improvement over a O(poly(n))-truth-table

reduction that follows from [ABO99] (unconditionally). In fact, constantly many

queries suffice for the reduction to IndependenceF .

For the determinant function Det (over the integers), we prove that if Det

is poly-enumerable in logspace, then Det is in logspace. In other words, it is

as hard to enumerate as to compute exactly. Similarly, for any prime p, if the

determinant-modulo-p function is (p − 1)-enumerable in logspace, then it can

be computed exactly in logspace. Thus, if we could eliminate at least one of

p possibilities for the determinant-modulo-p in logspace, we would be able to

compute the determinant-modulo-p exactly in logspace. It is naturally interesting

whether a similar result can be shown for finite fields.
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4.3 Enumerability of the Rank

4.3.1 Computing the Rank

Recall that a function f is logspace g(n)-enumerable if there exists a logspace

computable function that, on input x, outputs a list of at most g(|x|) values, one

of which is f(x). The following lemma shows how to combine several matrices

into a single matrix such that the ranks of the original matrices can be read off

the rank of the combined matrix.

Lemma 1 [Block diagonal construction] There exists a logspace computable func-

tion S that given an ordered list Q = 〈A1, . . . , Aq〉 of n × n matrices, outputs

a single matrix S(Q) of dimension O(nq) such that a logspace procedure can

uniquely decode the sequence of ranks 〈rank(A1), . . . , rank(Aq)〉 from the value

of rank(S(Q)). Moreover, both procedures can be implemented by uniform AC0

circuit families.

Proof: Consider the following construction. (See Figure 4.1.) On input Q =

〈A1, . . . , Aq〉, S outputs a block diagonal matrix (i.e. a matrix of n × n blocks

sitting on the main diagonal) with the following block structure. The first block

of S(Q) corresponds to A1, the next (n + 1) blocks correspond to A2, and so on,

until we get to nq−1 + nq−2 + · · · + 1 blocks of Aq. The multiplicity of Ai as a

block is
∑i

j=1 nj−1, thereby the dimension of S(Q) is
∑q

i=1 ni(q − i + 1) = O(nq).

The rank of S(Q) is the sum of all block ranks, and since the rank of each block

is at most n, the original sequence of ranks 〈rank(A1), . . . , rank(Aq)〉 can be read

off from the value of rank(S(Q)). It is easy to see that both the construction and

the decoding can be done in uniform AC0.

The block diagonal construction above allows one to eliminate many candidate

rank sequences. For example, if we were to feed each of q matrices to an r-
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A1

A2

A2

n + 1

nq−1 + · · · + 1

Aq

Aq

Figure 4.1: Block-diagonal construction

enumerator separately, we would get rq purported rank sequences, whereas com-

bining the matrices into a single query reduces the number of candidates to r. In

order for the dimension of S(Q) to be polynomial in n, the number of matrices,

q, has to be constant. A simple information-theoretic argument shows that this

is the best possible. Indeed, the dimension of a matrix whose rank can encode

(n + 1)q possible rank sequences must be at least (n + 1)q. Combining matrices

into a single query to an r-enumerator also allows us to link matrices in the sense

that will be explained shortly. First we need the notion of linked sequences.

Definition 8 Two r-element sequences {p1, . . . , pr} and {q1, . . . , qr} are said to

be linked if pi = pj if and only if qi = qj, for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r.

In other words, two sequences are linked if and only if there is a one-to-one cor-

respondence between the set of values in one and the set of values in the other.

For example, the sequences {1, 2, 2, 3} and {2, 3, 3, 4} are linked, while {1, 2, 2, 3}

and {2, 3, 4, 4} are not. The following claim gives an upper bound on the number

of sequences guaranteed to contain at least one linked pair.
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Claim 1 There exists r0 such that for any r > r0, any set of ( r
ln r

)r r-element

sequences contains at least one linked pair.

Proof: The number of r-element sequences sufficient to guarantee the existence

of a linked pair is precisely one more than the number of partitions of an r-element

set into non-empty subsets. The latter is known as the rth Bell number, Br. De

Bruijn [dB70] gave the asymptotic formula

ln Br

r
= ln r − ln ln r − 1 +

ln ln r

ln r
+

1

ln r
+

1

2

(

ln ln r

ln r

)2

+ O

(

ln ln r

(ln r)2

)

,

immediately yielding the claim. Other (less explicit) asymptotic approximations

for Br are known (see, for example, [Lov93, Odl95]).

Let κ(r) be the minimum number of r-element sequences guaranteed to contain

a linked pair. By Claim 1, κ
def
= κ(r) ≤ ( r

ln r
)r. We will say that two matrices M1

and M2 are linked, relative to a fixed r-enumerator, if there exists a list of κ − 2

matrices M3, . . . , Mκ satisfying the following condition: When M1, M2, . . . , Mκ are

combined using the construction in Lemma 1, and the resulting matrix is fed to

the enumerator, we get back a list of r values that (when decoded) correspond

to κ sequences of r alleged ranks each, one sequence for each of M1, M2, . . . , Mκ.

The r-sequences corresponding to M1 and M2 must be linked in the sense of

Definition 8. In other words, M1 and M2 are linked (as witnessed by M3, . . . , Mκ)

if there is a direct correspondence between the values on their claimed sequences

of ranks; hence knowing the true rank of one immediately gives the true rank of

the other.

Given an n×n matrix A, whose rank we want to compute, let Ai (for 1 ≤ i ≤ n)

denote the n×n matrix with the first i rows of A and 0s elsewhere, so that An = A.

An r-enumerator for the rank function defines the equivalence graph of A, a labeled
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graph on {1, . . . , n} with the set of nodes corresponding to A = {A1, · · · , An},

and an edge between nodes i and j if and only if there is a set of κ−2 matrices in

A−{Ai, Aj} witnessing that Ai and Aj are linked. (We can assume without loss of

generality that the enumerator is deterministic, and that the combining encoding

of queries in Lemma 1 is symmetric, i.e., produces the same supermatrix for any

permutation of the input matrices.) Each edge is labeled by the equivalence, i.e.,

direct correspondence between the r claimed values for rank(Ai) and the r claimed

values for rank(Aj), given by the lexicographically smallest κ-tuple linking Ai and

Aj .

Notice that by definition every subset of κ nodes in the equivalence graph

induces at least one edge. Hence the number of connected components in the

equivalence graph is at most κ − 1. The following proposition shows that every

pair of nodes in the same component is connected by a short path (where the

length of a path is the number of edges it contains).

Proposition 1 Any pair of nodes in the same connected component of the equiv-

alence graph is connected by a path of length at most 2κ − 3.

Proof: Suppose that there exist nodes i and j such that the shortest path

between i and j is of length at least 2κ − 2. Let v1 = i, v2, . . . , v2κ−1 be the first

2κ − 1 nodes on this path. Then either the nodes {v2t+1 | 0 ≤ t < κ} form an

independent set of size κ contradicting the fact that every κ-tuple of nodes induces

at least one edge, or there is an edge connecting a pair of nodes in this set, in

which case the path from i to j can be shortened, contradicting the assumption

that it is the shortest path.

We will use equivalence graphs in the proof of the theorem below. Throughout

the section, F denotes a finite commutative ring with identity.
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Theorem 4 If, for some integer r, there exists an r-enumerator for RankF , then

RankF is computable in AC0 with oracle gates for the enumerator.

Proof: Given an enumerator and an input matrix A, the equivalence graph on

the prefix forms of A is uniquely defined. Recall that the number of equivalence

classes (i.e. the number of connected components in the graph) is less then κ.

Consider guessing a set of κ representative matrices, which we shall call a kernel

of A. The fact that the actual number of components may be less than κ is not

important, since we just need to find a constant number of matrices whose ranks

uniquely determine the ranks of all other matrices. There are only
(

n
κ

)

choices for

the kernel, so we have no problem checking them all in parallel. We will follow a

single kernel.

We can easily check whether every node in the graph is reachable from the

kernel. Recall that we need only check paths of length at most 2κ − 3. The

existence of an edge (i, j) can be checked by an AC0 sub-circuit with a single gate

for the enumerator along any path; each path checks whether its subset of κ − 2

matrices in A−{Ai, Aj} witnesses the equivalence between Ai and Aj . If at least

one of the matrices is unreachable, the kernel is incorrect, and can be weeded out.

Assume without loss of generality that the kernel we follow is good, i.e., every

node in the graph is reachable from at least one kernel node. Let R1, . . . , Rκ ∈ A

be the kernel matrices, and τ1, . . . , τκ be their corresponding ranks. Note that

τ1, . . . , τκ uniquely define the ranks of all matrices in A. Of course, we do not

know τ1, . . . , τκ. Instead, we will use the block diagonal construction in Lemma 1

to pack R1, . . . , Rκ into a single super-matrix, which we can then feed to the

enumerator to get a list of r sequences of ranks, one of which is 〈τ1, . . . , τκ〉.

Denote the sequences by 〈τ 1
1 , . . . , τ 1

κ〉, . . ., 〈τ r
1 , . . . , τ r

κ〉.

Notice that, given a kernel, there may be a number of different paths of length

at most 2κ − 3 from any fixed Ai ∈ A to its closest kernel node Rj . (The closest

Rj is itself not necessarily unique; the ties are broken arbitrarily.) Thus each of
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τ 1
j , . . . , τ r

j may correspond, via a different chain of links, to a number of different

values claiming to be the rank of Ai. Furthermore, not every τ 1
j , . . . , τ r

j will have

a chain of links leading to any value claimed for Ai. Since the correspondences of

values marking the links on a path from Rj to Ai were given by different calls to the

enumerator, not every τ 1
j , . . . , τ r

j can be traversed back to Ai, as a value in any one

of the correspondences is not necessarily present in the correspondence marking

the next link. The correct sequence 〈τ1, . . . , τκ〉, however, will always result in

the correct sequence 〈rank(A1), . . . , rank(An)〉, i.e., regardless of the path chosen

for every Ai, the path from τj to rank(Ai) will not be broken. For consistency,

we will use the following convention for each Ai and each claimed value for the

rank of Rj : In the case of multiple paths, we will always follow the path from Rj

to Ai that yields (via a sequence of correspondences along the path) the smallest

claimed value for the rank of Ai. In the case of broken links, we will map each

unmatched value to n. Using these conventions, each 〈τ i
1, . . . , τ

i
κ〉 gives a rank

sequence 〈υi
1, . . . , υ

i
n〉 claimed to be 〈rank(A1), . . . , rank(An)〉. Incorrect sequences

will be weeded out during verification.

Let Ui = {1 ≤ j ≤ n | υi
j = υi

j−1 +1}, where we define υi
0 = 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r;

thus each Ui claims to index a maximal set of linearly independent rows of A. Of

course, we need to check whether the set indexed by Ui is indeed maximal, i.e.

whether every remaining row of A is a linear combination of the rows indexed

by Ui. As there are only constantly many Uis, testing them in parallel causes no

problem. The rank of A is given by the size of the smallest Ui that passes the

maximality test. (This number can be found as the corresponding υi
n.)

Remark 1 Alternatively, we could arrive at sets V1, . . . , Vr that supposedly index

maximally independent sets of columns of A. The square submatrices indexed by

U1 × V1, · · · , Ur × Vr all claim to be nonsingular. (We can obviously discard all

candidate sequences with |Ui| 6= |Vi|.) Now instead of verifying the maximality

claim, we can check, in parallel, which submatrices are in fact nonsingular, and
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then take the maximum over all that pass the test.

Notice that the discussion above is valid for arbitrary matrices. Thus, if there ex-

ists a logspace computable O(1)-enumerator for RankF , then RankF is ≤log
O(1)-tt-

reducible to IndependenceF (and ≤log
O(n)-tt-reducible to SingularityF ). The

reductions do not depend on the field that the matrices are over; in particular,

they hold for integer matrices. We now show how to test the maximality of Uis

for matrices whose entries are drawn from some finite field F ; then we extend

the test to finite commutative rings with identity. In fact, the results naturally

generalize to the case when we have a sequence of rings R1, R2, . . . , Rn, . . ., and

our n × n matrices are over Rn (i.e., the size of the ring that a matrix is over is

polynomially related to the size of the matrix).

Testing maximality: Given row vectors v1, . . . , vq, w ∈ F n, verify that w is in

the subspace spanned by v1, . . . , vq.

Let F = {a1, · · · , am} be the ground field. If v1, . . . , vq are linearly independent,

w is spanned by v1, . . . , vq, and w 6= 0n (where 0 is the null element of F ), there

must exist unique coefficients c1, . . . , cq ∈ F such that c1v1 + · · · + cqvq + w = 0.

For each i and j, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ q, define the matrix

M j
i =























v1

...

aivj + w
...

vq























.

If the above conditions hold, then for each j, there is a unique i such that

rank(M j
i ) = q − 1; namely, rank(M j

i ) = q − 1 iff ai = cj; otherwise rank(M j
i ) = q.

We have at mostnm such matrices, which is polynomial in n, provided that m is

polynomial in n. We want to reduce the number of possibilities for the ranks of
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these matrices to a constant, and we already know how to force the enumerator to

do this for us: Recall that there is a constant κ = κ(r) such that combining any

κ matrices into a single query witnesses at least one equivalence relation between

a pair of claimed lists of ranks. Furthermore, there are at most κ− 1 equivalence

classes, and thus only polynomially (in nm) many choices of how to partition M j
i s

into the equivalence classes. All choices can be verified in parallel, each one giving

only a constant number of possible values for the ranks of M j
i s. For each candi-

date sequence of ranks we collect the coefficients cis, assuming that this sequence

is correct (i.e., that for each j there is a unique i such that rank(M j
i ) = q − 1,

and rank(M j
l ) = q for all l 6= i); then we verify (column-wise in parallel) that the

equality c1v1 + · · · + cqvq + w = 0 holds. Notice that the maximality test can be

run in parallel not only for all matrices U1, · · · , Ur, but also for all rows w claimed

to be linear combinations of the rows of each matrix. The number of matrices

that we are dealing with is less than rn2m, so if m is polynomial in n, testing

them in parallel causes no problem. It is easy to see that the entire computation

can be done in Boolean AC0 with oracle gates for the enumerator (with inputs

and outputs in binary), since we are dealing with fields of polynomial size (and

thus elements of logarithmic length).

To extend this method to commutative rings, we just have to test whether, for

each d ∈ F , there exist coefficients c1, . . . , cq ∈ F satisfying c1v1+· · ·+cqvq +dw =

0, which can be done in parallel for each possible d. For some i there can be more

than one value of j for which rank(M j
i ) = q − 1, but we have only to select the

smallest such j.

Corollary 2 If there exists an O(1)-enumerator for RankF that runs in logspace,

then RankF is computable in logspace.
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4.3.2 Computing the Number of Dependent Rows

Consider the following related problem: Given a set of row vectors v1, . . . , vn ∈ F n,

determine how many of them are in the span of the other vectors. We will call

such vectors dependent. Define the problem DepF : Given a matrix A ∈ F n×n,

compute the number of dependent rows of A, written as dep(A). As before, F is

a finite commutative ring with identity.

Proposition 2 If, for some integer r, there exists an r-enumerator for DepF ,

then DepF is computable in TC0 with oracle gates for the enumerator.

Proof: The argument is similar to the one used in the proof of Theorem 1.

Namely, given a matrix A ∈ F n×n, we construct its prefix forms A0, . . . , An and

obtain a list of r candidates for the sequence 〈dep(A1), . . . , dep(An)〉, using an r-

enumerator for DepF the same way we used the enumerator for the rank. Denote

the candidate sequences by 〈υ1
1, . . . , υ

1
n〉, . . ., 〈υr

1, . . . , υ
r
n〉. For each j, 1 ≤ j ≤

n, we have dep(Aj) = dep(Aj−1) if and only if row j is independent of rows

1, . . . , j − 1. Let Ri = {1 ≤ j ≤ n | υi
j = υi

j−1}, where we define υi
0 = 0 for all

1 ≤ i ≤ r; hence Ri indexes the lexicographically smallest basis of the row space of

A, claimed by the ith sequence. Our task is to determine which υi
n is correct. We

test, as in the proof of Theorem 1, the maximality of all Ri in parallel, keeping,

for each i, a Boolean vector ui = (uij) of length |Ri| with 1s corresponding to the

basis vectors whose dependency has been revealed by the test, i.e., for each i, ui

marks those vectors in Ri that were shown to have non-zero coefficients in linear

decompositions of the remaining rows of A. We can ignore the bases that do not

pass the maximality test. To simplify the notation, suppose that all of them do.

Now we just need to test the consistency of each claimed υi
n with the corresponding

calculated dependency vector ui. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ r, let ci = υi
n − (n − |Ri|);

that is, ci is the number of dependent vectors in Ri claimed by the ith candidate

sequence 〈υi
1, . . . , υ

i
n〉. We check the consistency by verifying, for all i in parallel,
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whether ci =
∑|Ri|

j=1 uij holds. The value of dep(A) is given by the υi
n corresponding

to the smallest Ri that passes the consistency test. (If such Ri is not unique, each

one forms a valid basis of the row space of A; furthermore, since given a basis,

every other row of A is uniquely represented as linear combination of the basis

vectors, all bases that pass the consistency test must agree on their corresponding

claimed value for dep(A).) To verify the consistency, we simply need to be able

to subtract two numbers of value at most n and to count the number of 1s in an

n-bit binary string; both can clearly be done in TC0.

Proposition 3 DepF is ≤TC0

O(n)-tt-equivalent to RankF , where F is a finite com-

mutative ring with identity.

Proof: RankF is clearly n-tt-reducible to DepF in TC0. Given a matrix

A ∈ F n×n, we ask the DepF oracle for dep(A0), . . . , dep(An) and simply count

the number of i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that dep(Ai) = dep(Ai−1), which immediately

gives the rank of A. To show that DepF is reducible to RankF , we essentially

use the reduction in Proposition 2. Namely, we query the RankF oracle on

A1, . . . , An to obtain a valid basis of A, and then find the coefficients in the linear

decompositions of the remaining rows in terms of the basis vectors. We need only

count the number of the basis vectors that have a non-zero coefficient in some

decomposition, which can be done in TC0. Denote this number by s. Then the

value of dep(A) is given by n − rank(A) + s.

4.3.3 The Graph of Rank

The graph of a function f : Σ∗ → Σ∗ is the set Graphf = {(x, y) | y = f(x)}.

It is an easy observation that f is O(1)-enumerable in logspace iff f reduces to

its graph with respect to ≤log
btt (equivalently, ≤log

bT ) reductions, provided that f

is polynomially bounded. This was explicitely stated in [BHHV02] in the con-

text of polynomial time. Indeed, if f is (r + 1)-enumerable for some constant
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r, then clearly f ≤log
r-tt Graphf . Also if f ≤log

r-T Graphf , then f is 2r-enumerable

in logspace, equally trivially. It remains to observe that f ≤log
r-tt Graphf implies

f ≤log
r-T Graphf , and f ≤log

r-T Graphf yields f ≤log
(2r−1)-tt Graphf . (Here r is some

fixed constant.) This it not at all surprising; intuitively, it says that if reducing

the number of candidates for the value of f to a constant does not make f easier

to compute, then computing f is, in some precise sense, as hard as verifying a

solution. We thus have the following theorem.

Theorem 5 RankF is not ≤log
bT -reducible to its graph, unless RankF is in

logspace.

4.4 Enumerability of the Determinant

Theorem 6 If, for some k, Det is nk-enumerable in logspace, then Det ∈ FL.

Proof: Let G be the configuration graph of a nondeterministic logspace machine

on some input x. Let #pathG(s, t) denote the number of directed paths from node

s to node t in G. Define f(G) as the function, whose value (written in binary)

consists of a sequence of n2 blocks of length s = 2n⌈log n⌉, the (n(i − 1) + j)th

segment corresponding to #pathG(i, j), where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n and n is the number

of nodes in G; thus

f(G) =

n
∑

i,j=1

2(n(i−1)+j)s#pathG(i, j).

It is easy to see that f is a #L function; this can be done by exhibiting an NL

machine N whose number of accepting computation paths on G is f(G). The

machine N , on input G, nondeterministically guesses a number p = n(i − 1) + j,

1 ≤ p ≤ n2, after which it guesses q, 1 ≤ q ≤ 2ps, followed by a guess of path

from node i to node j in G. If the guess is correct, N accepts; otherwise, it

rejects. It is easy to see that N is a nondeterministic logspace machine that has
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the required number of accepting paths. Hence f ∈ GapL, and a function is in

GapL if and only if it is logspace many-one reducible to the determinant. Thus

there must exist a logspace function g such that for all G, f(G) = Det(g(G)).

We will use g to transform G into a matrix M = g(G), and then run the nk-

enumerator on M to obtain a list of nk values, one of which is the determinant

of M . Using the equality in the above reduction, we convert this list to a list of

nk candidates for f(G) (each of which, if correct, certifies that the corresponding

claimed value for det(M) is correct). Since we have only nk candidates for f(G),

they can be checked in parallel. Given a purported f(G), we can uniquely read

off #pathG(i, j) for each pair (i, j), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. These values can then be locally

checked using the self-reducibility of #pathG.

The theorem above clearly holds for fields of characteristic greater than the di-

mension of the matrix. A natural question is whether it holds for arbitrary finite

fields. We can only show a similar result for the determinant of integer matrices

modulo some integer p. The problem of computing the determinant mod p is

≤log
m -complete for ModpL, defined in [BDHM92]. ModpL is the class of sets A for

which there exists f ∈ #L such that for all x, x ∈ A iff f(x) 6≡ 0 mod p. We will

also use the notion of membership comparability, due to Ogihara [Ogi95].

Definition 9 A set S is logspace g(n)-membership comparable, written as S ∈

L-mc(g(n)), if there exists a function f ∈ FL such that for any set of g(n) inputs

x1, . . . , xg(n), each of length at most n, f excludes one of 2g(n) candidates for the

characteristic sequence χS(x1, . . . , xg(n)).

We will also use the predicate version of the problem, namely Det-mod-p =

{(A, i) | det(A) ≡ i (modulo p)}.

Theorem 7 Let p be any prime. If there exists a logspace computable (p − 1)-

enumerator for Det-mod-p, then Det-mod-p is in logspace.
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Proof: We will show that the existence of the enumerator above implies that

Det-mod-p is in L-mc(p − 1). The theorem will then follow from a result by

Ogihara and Tantau [OT01].

Since Det-mod-p ∈ ModpL, there must exist a #L-function f certifying its

membership. Requiring that p is a prime is just a matter of convenience, since in

this case, according to Fermat’s Little Theorem, we may assume that f is such

that x ∈ Det-mod-p iff f(x) ≡ 1(modulo p), and x 6∈ Det-mod-p iff f(x) ≡

0(modulo p). Let Mf be a nondeterministic logspace machine certifying that f is

in #L.

Let k = p − 1. Consider a k-tuple of inputs (x1, . . . , xk), each of length at

most n. For 1 ≤ i ≤ k, denote the configuration graph of Mf on input xi by

Gi; then f(xi) counts the number of paths in Mf from the initial configuration

to the accepting configuration. (We may assume that there is a single accepting

configuration.) Given a directed graph G, let #pathG(s, t) denote the number of

directed paths from node s to node t in G; then f(xi) = #pathGi
(si, ti), where si

and ti are the initial and the accepting configurations of Gi, respectively. Consider

a graph G consisting of all Gis plus two additional nodes s and t. Besides the

edges internal to Gis, add, for each i, a new edge from s to si, and from ti to t.

We have #pathG(s, t) =
∑k

i=1 f(xi).

For any integer p, given a topologically sorted directed graph G, nodes s and

t, the problem of counting the number of paths from s to t in G modulo p, is in

ModpL (in fact, it is ≤log
m -complete for ModpL). Thus there must exist a logspace

computable function that takes (G, s, t) as input and produces a matrix M such

that det(M) ≡ #pathG(s, t)(modulo p). We will use this reduction to transform

our G into such matrix M , and then run the enumerator on M . The enumerator

gives p − 1 candidates for Det-mod-p, thereby excluding one.

Thus we have a list of p− 1 candidates for #pathG(s, t) mod p. We will show

that no subset of p − 1 candidates can cover all 2p−1 possibilities for the char-
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acteristic function χ(x1, . . . , xp−1) (in Det-mod-p), implying that Det-mod-p ∈

L-mc(p − 1). Indeed, suppose that the enumeration list contains q. We have

(

p−1
∑

i=1

f(xi)) mod p = (

p−1
∑

i=1

f(xi) mod p) mod p,

and thus #pathG(s, t) ≡ q(modulo p) iff exactly q out of x1, . . . , xp−1 are in the

set. (Since, for any x, f(x) is congruent to either 0 or 1 modulo p, we have
∑p−1

i=1 f(xi)≡ q(modulo p).) Therefore, each candidate q covers (i.e. is consistent

with) at most
(

p−1
q

)

characteristic sequences; hence any p−1 candidates can clearly

cover at most 2p−1 − 1 sequences, putting Det-mod-p ∈ L-mc(p − 1). To get the

membership in logspace, we will use the following theorem by Ogihara [Ogi95].

(Theorem 5.5 in [Ogi95]) Let p ≥ 2. If ModpP ⊆ P-mc(c log n) for some

c < 1, then ModpP ⊆ P.

The theorem carries over to logspace, as observed by Ogihara and Tantau [OT01].

This finishes the proof, since for any constants p and c, L-mc(p − 1) ⊆

L-mc(c log n).

4.5 Final Remarks

A natural question is whether the rank being, say, O(logn)-enumerable implies

that the rank is in logspace. As we mentioned, it does not seem possible to combine

more than a constant number of queries into a single query to the enumerator.

Another improvement would be to show that Proposition 2 holds for AC0 in

place of TC0, the question being whether counting the number of dependent basis

vectors can be avoided in this context.

It is interesting to know whether Theorem 4 can be generalized to arbitrary

rings; in particular, to the ring of integers. It follows from Remark 1, that the
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problem reduces to finding the largest nonsingular matrix among r matrices of

dimension at most n. Let the matrices be D1, . . . , Dr with the corresponding

dimensions τ1, . . . , τr. Using a lemma by Allender, Beals, and Ogihara [ABO99]

(Corollary 2.3 in their paper), we can in logspace extend every matrix to di-

mension n without changing its singularity, so that if it was nonsingular, it re-

mains so; otherwise its rank becomes one less than full. For notational simplicity,

let D1, . . . , Dr denote the extended matrices. We can run the enumerator on

D1, . . . , Dr (packed using the block diagonal construction) to generate r candi-

date sequences for 〈rank(D1), . . . , rank(Dr)〉. View the output of the enumerator

as an r × r Boolean matrix D = (dij) with dij = 1 iff rank(Dj) claimed by the

i-th sequence is n. We can safely remove all columns that do not contain ones;

assume that all do. It is easy to see that our r-enumerator is of no further use.

Since the number of matrices is at most the number of candidate sequences that

the enumerator has to commit itself to, the enumerator can make each one of

its r purported answers consistent with a different choice of a nonsingular matrix

among D1, . . . , Dr. Can we find the largest nonsingular Di without the use of the

enumerator?

If the rows of D form a Sperner system (i.e. the rows are incomparable elements

of the Boolean r-dimentional cube), then D1, . . . , Dr can be transformed into

a set of r matrices such that exactly one matrix is nonsingular; moreover, the

nonsingular one has the same index as the correct row of D. To construct the jth

matrix in the set, we simply take the product of all matrices that have ones in

row j. The rank of the product is at most the minimum of the individual ranks;

hence the product is not full-rank iff at least one matrix in the set is singular.

The (only) nonsingular product corresponds to the correct row of D.

In the case when the row set of D contains a chain, the nonsingular row product

may not be unique. In this case we can perform the above process iteratively for

all levels of the Boolean r-dimensional lattice, starting from level r. That is, for
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every level i from r to 1, we take a subset of rows of D with exactly i ones, and

get a set of less than r matrices with the property that at most one matrix in the

subset is nonsingular. The correct row of D corresponds to the first nonsingular

product.

Suppose we are given a set of matrices guaranteed to contain at most one

nonsingular matrix; and let C be a functional complexity class. If we were able

to single out the only nonsingular matrix (or to establish that none is full rank)

in C, then the problem of determining the singularity of a matrix (over the same

domain) would trivially be in C. Indeed, to determine whether a matrix A is sin-

gular, we would just run the above C procedure on A combined with some singular

matrices. If A is nonsingular, the procedure will find it; otherwise it will establish

the singularity of all, certifying that A is singular. Thus it is unlikely that the

scenario outlined in Remark 1 works for arbitrary rings. Since the interesting case

is when the enumerator is bounded to run in logspace, one could use randomness

in constructing parallel queries from D1, . . . , Dp (forcing the enumerator to re-

veal the singularity of some candidates due to its limited computational ability in

guessing the random bits used in constructing the queries). However, approximate

rank computations over arbitrary rings are complicated by the fact that the rank

is not known to be random self-reducible, and the fact that infinite rings lack nice

finite field properties simplifying the analysis (such as the existence of samplable

distributions invariant under addition or multiplication by a fixed element of the

ring).

To conclude, let us remark on the relation between Rank and Independence.

The proof of Theorem 1 shows that we can use an r-enumerator to reduce the

number of candidate rank sequences for A1, . . . , An to r. Given a list of r purported

sequences, consider the r × n Boolean matrix H = (hij) with hij = ranki(Aj) −

ranki(Aj−1), where for each l ∈ [n], ranki(Al) denotes the rank of Al claimed by the

i-th candidate sequence, and ranki(A0) = 0 for all i ∈ [r]. (We can immediately
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reject all candidate rank sequences whose correponding rows in H contain elements

other than 0 or 1.) Suppose you are given a black box for Independence; that is,

you can ask whether any hij is indeed 1, which essentially reveals the correct value

for rank(Aj)−rank(Aj−1). Consider the following question: how many (adaptive)

oracle calls to Independence one needs to determine which purported sequence

of ranks is correct? The number of queries clearly does not have to be more than

r, since you can always eleminate at least one sequence with a single query. The

question is whether it can be much smaller.

This problem, in a more general formulation, seems to be of fundamental

interest. Namely, the rows of H can be treated as truth tables of r-variate Boolean

functions. Given oracle access to some unknown function f : {0, 1}r → {0, 1}, we

are asked to recognize it among the functions explicitly specified by H , using as

few oracle calls to f as possible. In other words, the question is how many points

one needs to (adaptively) examine in order to reconstruct the unknown function

f , given a restricted list of candidates containing f . For example, imagine a

situation when you possess some cryptic program Pf guaranteed to compute one

of your favorite functions. On how many different inputs do you have to run Pf

to determine which one of your favorite functions it computes?

The lower bound on the number of queries for any deterministic procedure

is Ω(log r), given by a simple information-theoretic argument. Notice that if the

number of unique columns of H is at least 2
∑r

i=αr

(

r
i

)

for some constant α < 1,

then a single query reduces the number of candidate sequences (i.e. rows of H)

by at least (1 − α)r. Indeed, we just have to ask any hij , where j is the index of

a column containing at least (1 − α)r ones and at least (1 − α)r zeros. We have
∑r

i=αr

(

r
i

)

< α2r/r(2α − 1)2, using standard approximation arguments. Denote

the matrix resulting after query i by Hi (Hi contains the rows of H that agree

with the first i queries), so H0 = H . Let ri denote the number of rows in Hi.

The bound above shows that if the number of unique columns of H0 is at least
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Ω(2r0/r0), then a single query leaves us with at most αr0 candidate rows. In this

case, the number of unique columns in H1 is at least α2r+1

r(2α−1)22(1−α)r = Ω(2r1/r1);

hence the same argument inductively applies: a single query can eliminate at least

(1 − α)r1 rows, and so on. Therefore, if the condition on the number of unique

columns of H is satisfied, log1/α r = O(log r) calls to Independence suffice to

solve Rank.
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5 A Note on Nondeterminism

versus Randomness in Space

Summary: We show that a restricted version of halting BPL is in NL.

We have seen that the class PL has natural characterizations as a counting class

defined in terms of GapL functions, and as a probabilistic class defined in terms

of probabilistic Turing machines. In this chapter we will take an alternative,

probabilistic look at the space-bounded playground: We will look at probabilistic

logspace computations and the complexity classes associated with it. Interestingly,

although there has been considerable success in relating probabilistic classes to its

own kind and to determinstic and nondeterministic classes, almost nothing inter-

esting is known about how they relate to counting1 or (uniform) circuit classes.

The only points of correspondence are PL, L, and NL. In this sense, it is indeed

an alternative view of the interiors of P.

There are certain subtleties that one should be aware of when defining prob-

abilistic space-bounded classes. The most prominent such subtlety is that the

power of these classes seems to be drastically affected by whether the machines

are required to halt or not. By halting we mean halting on all inputs and for

1The alert reader may argue that probabilistic classes are counting classes. By counting here

we mean classes whose most natural characterization is as a counting class.
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all sequences of random coin tosses. It is easily seen that this distinction is not

important in the context of time-bounded classes.

We briefly recall the definitions of the classes we need and the known relation-

ships among them. An excellent survey by Saks [Sak96] provides a more refined

and detailed exposition on the subject.

We adopt the standard definition of a probabilistic Turing machine (PTM), as

defined by Gill [Gil77]. We only consider machines that compute languages. The

random tape is one-way: The value of a previously seen bit can only be recalled

if it has been explicitly stored on the work tape. For a PTM M and input x, we

let pM(x) denote the probability that M accepts x. The language L computed by

M is the set of strings x such that pM(x) > 1/2. The class PL contains languages

computed by logspace PTMs. The class BPL is the class of languages computed

by two-sided bounded-error logspace PTMs. A two-sided bounded-error PTM is

a PTM whose probability of acceptance on any input is either at most 1/3 or at

least 2/3. The error is said to be one-sided, if the probability is either 0 or at

least 2/3, and the corresponding class is RL. By imposing a restriction that the

accepting machine for the language must halt on any input and for any sequence

of coin tosses, we arrive at the corresponding halting classes, distinguished by the

subscript H.

Imposing such a halting condition for a constructible space bound s(n) ≥ log n

is essentially equivalent to imposing a time bound of 2s(n) on the maximum time

of the computation. (See [Sak96, Gil77, BCD+89, Nis93] for more discussion

of the subtleties involved.) We have already seen in Section 2.2.3 that PL =

PHL ([Jun85, AO96]); thus unbounded error machines can be restricted to run

in polynomial time without any loss in power. In contrast, such a restriction

seems to have a drastic affect on the power of BPL and RL. Without it, one-sided

error is equivalent to nondeterminism, RL=NL [Gil77], which suggests that PHL is

probably a better definition of one-sided error probabilistic logspace computation.
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L

SL

RHL co-RHL

RL=NL
BPHL

BPL SC2 L3/2

PL

L2P

Figure 5.1: Known relationships.

Less is known when the error is two-sided. The above result certainly implies that

NL ⊆ BPL. Notice the outrageous difference compared to time-bounded classes:

If NP ⊆ BPP, then the polynomial hierarchy collapses to Σp
2, which follows from

a theorem by Karp and Lipton [KL80] stating that if all languages in NP have

polynomial-size circuits then PH = Σp
2; it is a simple observation that all languages

in BPP have polynomial-size circuits (for example, see Theorem 11.6 in [Pap94a]).

This suggests that BPL is not an appropriate definition as well (yet it is not as

uninteresting as RL).

The known relationships among these classes are summarized in Figure 5.1.

The only classes we have not encountered before are SC and SL. The class SC is

defined as the class of languages decided by deterministic Turing machines that

run simultaneously in polynomial time and polylogarithmic space [Coo85]. (As

usual, the superscript indicates the power of the logarithm in the space bound.)

The class SL denotes the class of languages computed by symmetric logspace
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machines [LP82]. SL characterizes the complexity of undirected graph connectiv-

ity. Let us also remark that any randomized computation that uses only polylog

many random bits has a logspace deterministic simulation [NZ96]. (Notice that

simulating logarithmically many random bits is trivial.)

Even though it is believed that BPHL collapses to L (i.e., that randomness does

not help more than by a constant factor), it is not even known whether BPHL is

in NL. This is essentially the question of whether a logspace analog of BPP ⊆ Σp
2

([Lau83, Sip83b]) holds. There is no obvious modification that can adapt the

known nondeterministic simulations of BPP, since they seem to inherently require

two-way access to nondeterministic bits. The question itself can also be thought of

as asking whether randomness can be nontrivially substituted for nondeterminism

in this context. We show that this inclusion holds for a restricted version of BPL,

where the error is larger than what can be achieved by amplification. It is time

to note that for bounded-error computation, the probability of error can be made

exponentially small in the input length (by a straightforward amplification). More

precisely, for every language in L ∈ BPHL and every polynomial p, there is a

BPHL machine M for L with error probability at most 2−p(n) on inputs of length

n. (This can be formally shown by applying Chernoff bounds or Bernstein’s law

of large numbers to bound the probability that the average of sufficiently many

random outcomes deviates from the expectation. We have no problem counting

polynomially many outcomes in logspace.) In our restricted version, the error

is exponentially vanishing in the input length, but the exponent depends on the

running time of the machine. The argument is very simple and employs only basic

structural properties of the configuration graph.
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L=SL=BPHL

NL=BPL

PL

Figure 5.2: Conjectured relationships.

5.1 Toward BPHL ⊆ NL

We will state the promised inclusion without defining the class wBPHL alluded to

above. Furthermore, we will start proving the inclusion as if we were proving it

for BPHL, and see where our argument comes short of simulating arbitrary BPHL

machines. This will justify the definition of wBPHL ⊆ BPHL. We hope that the

instructional benefit of doing so will outweigh the informality of presentation.

Theorem 8 wBPHL ⊆ NL.

Proof: Take a language L ∈ BPHL, and let M be a probabilistic logspace

Turing machine accepting L by clear majority. We can and shall assume that all

possible runs of M on input x have length exactly p(n) for some polynomial p,

and the number of random choices at each step is exactly two: M reads a random

bit at each step of its execution and either uses or discards it. This allows us to

represent the set of all possible computations of M on input x as a leveled directed

acyclic graph of depth p(n). We call this graph the configuration graph of M on

x, denoted M(x). The nodes of M(x) are partitioned into levels L0, . . . , Lp(n),

where Li contains all possible configurations of M on x after M has seen exactly

i random bits. Thus L0 contains a single node, namely the start configuration.

Transitions between two consecutive levels are defined in the obvious way. Since
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M is bounded to run in polynomial time, the number of possible configurations

of M on x, and thus the number of nodes in M(x), is at most polynomial in n.

We assume that Lp(n) contains exactly two nodes, the accept node and the reject

node. The configuration graph is in effect a full binary tree of depth p(n) with

subsets of nodes of the same level being embedded into a single node. We will

also assume that the error of M is exponentially vanishing in the input size (see

discussion above); thus for any input of length n, the error is at most 2−r(n) for

some polynomial r, fixed before M has been fixed.

Let x be an input of length n. We will give an NL procedure for deciding

whether x is in L. Denote the set of accepting computations of M on x by A(x).

Alternatively, A(x) is the set of all paths from the start node to the accept node

of M(x). To simplify notation, p and r will stand for p(n) and r(n), respectively.

We know that if x ∈ L, then |A(x)| ≥ 2p(1 − 2−r). On the other hand, if x 6∈ L,

then |A(x)| ≤ 2p−r.

We will show that there is an NL-testable gap in the heights of the maximal

full binary subtree embedded into the accepting subgraph of M(x) for x ∈ L

and x 6∈ L. The accepting subgraph of M(x) is the subgraph induced by A(x).

We denote the height of such maximal subtree by d(x). Call a node of M(x) an

R-node, if all paths from it lead to the reject node. Clearly, in order to have an

R-node at level p − i, there must be at least 2i rejecting paths. Suppose that x

is not in L. Then it is readily seen that d(x) ≤ p − r, just because the number

of accepting paths is at most 2p−r. If, on the other hand, x is in L, the number

of rejecting paths is less than 2p−r, which can give rise to R-nodes only at levels

Lp−r+1, . . . , Lp. Thus d(x) > p − (p − r) = r. Notice that both bounds are tight.

We want the gap between p − r and r to be detectable in NL.

Suppose that p = O(r). Then we could assume that p < 3r/2, and hence we

would have that if x ∈ L then d(x) > r; and if x 6∈ L, then d(x) ≤ r/2. It remains

to show how an NL machine could decide the membership of x in L. Easily: The
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machine will just go through all nodes in level Lr (or any level numbered between

( r
2

+ 1) and r), and check whether there is at least one R-node at that level.

(Observe that all children of an R-node are necessarily R-nodes; thus if x 6∈ L,

there must exist an R-node at level Lr. A node u ∈ Lr can be checked by asking

whether u is not reachable from the accept node. Recall that NL is closed under

complement [Imm88, Sze87], and that reachability is in NL, thus the check is in

NL. There are at most polynomially many nodes in Lr, which causes no problem

for an NL machine.

Recall, however, that we needed the assumption that p = O(r). But all we

know is that for any polynomial r, there exists a desired probabilistic machine M

with time bound p (for some polynomial p), whose error is vanishing as an inverse

exponential in r. Here we essentially fix r after p has been fixed. Thus, although

the error of M is still vanishing exponentially in the input size, this error depends

on the running time of M (better thought of as the number of random bits used

by M). This motivates the definition of a restricted version of BPHL, which we

denote by wBPHL (for well-bounded error).

Formally, we define wBPHL as the class of languages such that there exists

a polynomial p and a PTM M accepting L using at most p(n) random bits on

inputs of length n (for all n > 0), and erring with probability at most 2−O(p(n))

on these inputs. Let wBPHL(p) denote the subclass of languages in wBPHL, for

which the defining polynomial is p.

A natural question is whether we can amplify the error to an inverse exponen-

tial without significantly increasing the number of random bits used. The short

answer is “no”, at least for black-box amplifiers. Let us assume that we have a

probabilistic machine M that errs with some constant probability ǫ (0 < ǫ < 1/2).

A straightforward way to amplify M is to run it r times and take the majority

vote. This decreases the error to ǫr, alas the number of independent random bits

used is increased by the factor of r. This does not help us much (in fact, at all). A
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family of techniques has been devised for deterministic amplification that allows

one to reduce the error probability while incurring only a small penalty in the

number of additional random bits. All known amplification techniques use M as

a black box. The idea is to still run M r times (using it as a black box), but to

substitute independent random strings used by different runs by pseudo-random

strings generated using fewer truly random bits. Space-bounded deterministic

amplification is more involved. (Again, the rub is that the random tape is one-

way, which precludes a straightforward adaptation of time-bounded amplification

techniques.) Bar-Yossef, Goldreich, and Wigderson [BGW99] gave a nontrivial

adaptation of the Ajtai-Komlós-Szemerédi method [AKS87] yielding the reduc-

tion of the error probability to an arbitrarily small constant with only a constant

addition in the number of random bits. In particular, p random bits and error ǫ

can be amplified in logspace to p + O(r) random bits and error ǫΩ(r), where r is

arbitrary large, yet constant. This gives only a constant reduction of the error

probability, even though [AKS87] actually gave an exponential reduction for BPP

with only a linear increase in the number of random bits. For BPL, unfortu-

nately, a constant reduction is the best achievable (for black-box simulators), as

also shown by Bar-Yossef, Goldreich, and Wigderson [BGW99]. Thus the answer

is “no”, making the “well-boundedness” seemingly hard to remove.

A concluding remark. A fundamental idea exploited for many years is that com-

putational hardness can be efficiently converted into computational randomness:

Hard problems in some complexity class can be used to construct pseudo-random

generators that “fool” computations in that class by generating sequences that

look random to any such computation (using a much shorter truly random string).

In the context of probabilistic time, there has been a sequence of results revealing

an increasingly tighter tradeoff between the strength of the hardness assumption

and the efficiency of the resulting simulation (ranging from a full derandomiza-

tion to the weakest nontrivial (subexponential) simulation). Such a close con-
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nection between hardness and randomness seems to be much less pronounced in

the context of space. In fact, despite much success in understanding the struc-

ture of randomized logspace and despite the existence of unconditionally proven

pseudo-random generators for logspace implying nontrivial deterministic simula-

tions, there is no known result collapsing RHL to L under any meaningful assump-

tion. It would be extremely interesting to find an equally significant connection

between the problem of derandomizing space-bounded computations and some

other computational notion, or to better understand the relation between hard-

ness and randomness in space.
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